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Summary

A study has been performed concerning the feasibility and general design of a gasgun accelerator for

dynamic warhead tests in the Laboratory for Ballistic Research (LBO) of TNO-PML. The war-

head accelerator system under consideration comprises the gasgun itself, a rail system to guide the

warhead to the target, equipment to detonate the warhead, and a substantial backstop. The study in-

cluded model calculations, scale experiments, design exercises, and cost evaluations.

The overall feasibility of the warhead accelerator system has been established and a number of de-

sign features formulated. Further design and construction of the system appear largely within the

capability of the PML. Some questions remain, mainly related to the ability of anti-tank missile

components to withstand acceleration. The attendant uncertainties may aficct the present (Decem-

ber 1991) internal and external-cost estimates of 315 kf and 335 kf, respectively.

Samenvatting

Er is een studie uitgevoerd naar de haalbaarheid en het algemene ontwerp van een gasversneller

voor dynamische warhead tests in het Laboratorium voor Ballistisch Onderzoek (LBO) van TNO-

PML. Het beschouwde warheadversnellersysteem bestaat uit de eigenlijke gasversneller, een

railsysteem om de warhead naar het doel te geleiden, een afvuurinstallatie om de warhead tot

detonatie te brengen, en een stevige projectielopvang. De studie omvatte modelberekeningen,

schaalexperimenten, ont-werpwerklzaamheden, en kostenramingen.

De algemene haalbaarheid van het warheadversneller-systeem is aangetoond en een aantal

deelontwerpen opgesteld. Het nadere ontwerp en de constructie van het systeem lijken grotendeels

binnen de mogelijkheden van het PML te vallen. Enkele vragen staan nog open, met name in

verband met het vermogen van componenten van anti-tank missiles om versnellingen te doorstaan.

Dit maakt de huidige ramingen voor de verdere interne en externe kosten, respectievelijk 315 kf

en 335 kf(december 1991), nog enigszins onzeker. Accesion For
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INTROI)UCTION

1.1 The present PML test facility

In 1989, after nearly ten years of preparation, the TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory (PMIL) opened a

unique, new facility for terminal ballistic research: the Laboratory for Ballistic Research (13BO) at

Ypenburg Air Force Base.

The main features of the LBO are apparent from Figure 1. 1 [1]. The laboratory consists of two fir-

ing tunnels separated by a large instrumentation area. The larger tunnel has a length of )0 in and

allows firing HE (high explosive) shells of up to 76 mm calibre, and KE (kinetic energy) projectiles

of up to 40 mm calibre. A second, 30 m firing tunnel permits testing with KE ammunition of up

to 25 mm calibre. The massive target bunker at the end of the larger firing tunnel is capable of

withstanding the force of a detonation of up to 25 kg of TNT, or its equivalent. In 1992 the flight

length of the large firing tunnel will be extended to 200 m, for KE projectiles only.

Among the experiment, currently performed in the target bunker are tests of large calibre shaped

charge warheads. These are static tests, where the warhead is put in place near the target, and sub-

sequently detonated. However, as is explained below, recent developments have given rise to a need

for dynamic tests.

920333-2

h • #target.,.

Figure I Layout of the PML Laboratory for Ballistic Research (LBO) at Ypenburg Air Base
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1.2 Tandem and top attack charges

Ever since World War II, shaped charges have played a major role in the armour - anti-armour bat-

tie. In missile-type anti-tank weapons in particular, the shaped charge principle offers the only

means of combining superior penetration capability with a light weapon platform.

This is because the shaped charge penetrator, the jet, is formed through the action of an explosive

charge detonated near the target. Thus, the shaped charge is a CE (chemical energy) projectile

whose operation is essentially independent of the projectile velocity, as opposed to a KE projectile [2].

The vulnerability of tanks to anti-tank (AT) weapons based on shaped charge technology was

forcibly demonstrated by the Arab-Israeli war of 1973. This formed the prelude to the large scale in-

troduction of weapons of this type by NATO.

However, in the wake of Israel, the Soviet Union introduced a defence ogainst shaped charge war-

heads in the form of explosive reactive armour (ERA) [31, consisting of a sandwich of two metal

plates flanking a sheet of explosive. This caused the early type of anti-tank weapons to lose much of

their effectiveness, infantry weapons in particular. The principles involved in the operation of ERA

are summarised in Figure 1.2.

ERA 90252 19

let Wl2jivS'• ... JExpiosive

new tip

2t

Figure 1.2 Schematic view of the ERA-jet interaction: 1) the impacting jet detonates the ekplosive
sandwiched between the two metal plates; 2) the plates are propelled across the jet's
path; 3) the jet is severely damaged by the plates
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The threat posed by Warsaw Pact ERA instigated a determined search for countermeasures These

were found in the tandem warhead, and in the top "ittack warhead [3]. Some examples are ihovn in

Figure 1.3.

Tandem warheads comprise two charges. Essentially, the iront or precursor charge activate's the

ERA, thus clearing the way for the main charge which is detonated after a certain delay (Fig-

ure 1.4).

Top attack, which in the present context will mean overflying top attack (OTA) rather than dive-at-

tack, circumvents the ERA-problem. It does this, preferably by hitting a spot not delended by ERA,

but otherwise by profiting from lesser armour thicknesses in addition to more favourable angles of

attack (Figure 1.5).

EncapsýJaieu 42033Q
E ecllno n I S ?rre-al Beaco

AfFgr1,1g 2 evlce FwI hl Moboe Gyro Lapnch Mrtor ClecrgOncsWIr heac{ Un.1

Eblendable Probe \

Pressed O:ee oonCS Warhead BaoCEP pos,•e I eao

04,n Wng
W,fe O,spenser

COnlfOI Surface

Figure 1.3 1) TOW 2A missile with probe-mounted precursor charge
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Figure 1.3 2) TOW 2B overflying top attack missile with dual EFP (explosively formed
projectile) charges; 3) BILL overflying top attack missile with canted charge
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Figure 1.5 Warhead concepts and associated attack profiles. 1) Direct attack with a tandem
charge; 2) overflying top attack with a canted shaped charge; 3) overflying top attack
with a rotating larger diameter shaped charge; 4) overflying top attack with an EFP
charge fired from a larger distance; 5) dive attack
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1.3 Dynamic tests

Both tandem and top attack charges require dynamic rather than static tests for a detailed evalua-

tion of their performance. For top attack charges, which are fired downward from a missile moving

at several hundreds of m/s, this will be readily apparent. For tandem charges, static tests may offer

an indication of the charge's effectiveness, bu, both the timing and the effect of the front charge on

the second charge are influenced by missile motion.

Dynamic laboratory-type tests are not to be confused with dynamic field-trials, where missiles are

fired from their launcher and experience a free-flight phase before impacting the target. This implies

both increased material-expenditure (large target configurations) and diminished control over the

experimental circumstances (impact point, impact angle).

In connection with dynamic warhead tests, it is worthwhile to consider two reiated types of dynanuc

tests. In setback tests, for instance, projectile components are subjected to controlled deceleration on

impact [4]. Likewise, various applications require imtpact tests of large heavy projectiles against con-

crete structures. In view of this, a dynamic warhead test facility might conceivably be made to serve

a dual or even triple use.

1.4 Warhead accelerators

Warhead accelerators for dynamic tests of advanced warhead configurations are known from litera-

ture. A number of establishments operate a rocket sled track. By way of example, the track at Los

Alamos National Laboratory (5J is 305 m long. The sled can be launched from any position along

the rail. In its present configuration, it has carried payloads of up to 35 kg to velocities of between

100 ni/s and 330 m/s. Both direct and overflying top attack configurations can be tested. Missile

dive and pitch angles can be simulated by adjustment of target obliquity and the mounting angle of

the warhead package on the sled frame. A photograph of the sled and warhead assembly is shown in

Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6 Sled and warhead package at Los Alamos National Laboratory ready for launch [5]

An alternative warhead accelerator has been constructed at the Franco-German institute ISL [6].

Here a large calibre gasgun is used to s.tudy top attack charges. The gasgun consists of a gas reser-

voir and a barrel of 19 cm diameter, separated by a diaphragm. Barrel length is 5 in. The reservoil

is filled with air at up to 150 bar Pressure. After the diaphragm has ruptured, the carrier vehicle

and its payload are expelled from the barrel. The maximum velocity obtained so far is 440 m/s for

a 45 mm shaped charge embedded in a 2 kg carrier, giving a total weight of 2.3 kg. The attendant

acceleration loadings are on the order of 10000 g. The ISL gasgun is shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7 The 19 cm gasgun at ISL [6]
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A rocket sled track after the Los Alamos pattern is basically an open-air installation. Both the

length of the track, the use of rocket-propulsion, and the weight of the required launch vehicle make

it appear ill-suited for indoor application.

From the LBO point of view, the ISL gasgun approach appears much more promising. It should be

kept in mind, however, that the projectile packages accelerated at ISL have been relatively light and

of simple construction. Problems are bound to arise for more realistic warheads.

1.5 The gasgun accelerator project

Based on the need perceived by the Netherlands MoD and the PML for dynamic tests of warheads,

both in a national and in an international framework, the MoD has launched a project for prelimi-

nary research into the gasgun accelerator concept.

This project, carried out by the PML as a short-termed National Technology Project (NTP), com-

prised both a feasibility study and a cost estimate, as well as related (pre)design work and scale ex-

periments.

In the project, a number of groups within the PML have co-operated. These include the Ballistics

section, the Gas & Dust Explosions section, the Electromagnetic Launch Research section, the

Accidental Explosions section, the Detonation section, and the Land Systems section, in addition to

the PML Construction department. The Ballistics section provided the overall co-ordination.

1.6 This report

The layout of this report follows the general course of action adopted for the project. After setting the

general performance requirements for the warhead accelerator, there followed a literature study and

modelling effort to obtain insight into the workings of gasguns. Subsequently, the various compo-

nents of a gasgun system for the dynamic testing of warheads were examined in detail. Where nec-

essary, scale experiments were performed, either to provide input in the design phase or to test vari-

ous modelling assumptions. A chapter by chapter description is given below.

After the introductory remarks provided by the present Chapter 1, Chapter 2 lists the various design

considerations governing the construction of a gasgun, both from a performance point of view and

regarding the conditions imposed by the present experimental facility. At the same time, the various

components of a complete warhead accelerator system are introduced.

This is followed in Chapter 3 by the description of a simple, zero-order gasgun model. This provides

a first indication that a gasgun accelerator is indeed feasible.
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A much more elaborate gasgun model is introduced in Chapter 4, in order to impart a feel for the

variables that enter into the design of a gasgun. A computer code based on this model is described,

and its output compared with data from literature and scale experiments.

Chapter 5 presents the results of a parameter study on the optimum dimensions of the gasgun un-

der consideration. Both air and helium are examined as driver gases.

In the subsequent Chapters 6 to 10, the design of the various subsystems of the warhead accelerator

is discussed in some detail. Apart from the gasgun proper (Chapter 6), these include the projectile

carrier vehicle (Chapter 7), a guidance section for directing the warhead to the target (Chapter 8),

equipment for detonating the charges (Chapter 9), and lastly a backstop for the warhead (Chap-

ter 10).

A cost estimate is given in Chapter 11. This deals, specifically, with the cost of designing, building,

and operating a gasgun type warhead accelerator in the LBO.

Of the concluding chapters, Chapter 12 attempts to give an overall evaluation of the technical feasi-

bility and the effectiveness of the warhead accelerator scheme. This gives rise in Chapter 13 to a

number of recommendations for the continuance of the project. Lastly, some acknowledgements are

made in Chapter 14.

The nature of this report is such, that it attempts to provide a fairly complete (and thus somewhat

lengthy) picture of the knowledge and experience gained in the course of the project. This, in order to

preserve this knowledge for a possible future follow-up. On the other hand, in spite of the great vari-

ety of subjects covered, the report concentrates on the "What" and "Why" rather than on the

"How", which in conjunction with the manifold figures should improve the general readability of

the text.

In line with the above, several pieces of information obtained after the conclusion of the project (in

the first quarter of 1992) have been added to the first, draft version of the report. For the most part,

this information may be readily identified by the date of the corresponding references.

*
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2 WARHEAD ACCELERATOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Operational requirements

When looking into the feasibility of dynamic tests of advanced warhead configurations, the starting

point must be the missiles and targets to be tested. This gives rise to a number of requirements,

which are formulated below, and have been summarised in Table 2.1 in section 2.3.

Missiles

As set out in the introductory chapter, the missiles under consideration are of the tandem or top at-

tack configuration [7]. Figure 2.1 shows three generic missile types (see Fig. 1.3 as well).

Several variations on the tandem charge theme are possible. Consider, e.g., the ejectable precursor of

the HOT 2T missile, or the proximity fuzed operation of the AT6W-3MR.

93269-2.1

KF

Figure 2.1 Three generic missile types considered for dynamic testing

Of primary interest are the missile's dimensions and weight. It is the shaped charge which deter-

mines the missile diameter. Current AT-weapons have a maximum charge diameter of about 15 cm

(TOW 2 :15.2 cm, Milan 2:11.5 cm, HOT 2:15 cm); the 17.5 cm Hellfire is an exception.
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Because of handling considerations, the maximum diameter for any future AT-weapon is estimated

at 20 cm, irrespective of its configuration.

As a general rule, the warhead section would be tested separately, saving both length and weight.

Length is not in itself a critical parameter. It is assumed, that accelerator payloads will be no longer

than I to 1.5 m.

However, length has a direct bearing on the pitch angle under which any missile can be mounted

inside a given launch tube. For a cylindrical missile of 17.5 cm diameter and 1 m length, the max-

imum theoretical pitch angle inside a 30 cm tube is slightly over 7'. Whether this is sufficient, re-

mains to be seen [8]. Obviously, a rocket sled offers much more latitude in this respect.

Various considerations, cost among them, will ultimately determine the maximum practical barrel

diameter of the gasgun. Of course, for general design purposes the diameter is merely a scaling fac-

tor. For this project, we have settled on 30 cm.

With respect to weight future missile designers may want to use the rocket motor as a substantial el-

ement of the blast shield system between the two charges of a tandem charge, in order to minimise

parasitic weight. The missile safe-and-arm device, and the gyro, batteries, and circuit boards could

also be used to aid in blast shielding [3,5]. Total weight for some of today's large-calibre missiles

is 6.65 kg for the Milan 2, 10.1 kg for the tandem Dragon III (now cancelled), 16 kg for the top at-

tack BILL, and 28 kg for the tandem TOW 2A [9]. It would appear that 20-25 kg represents prac-

tical upper limit for the warhead section. Somewhat arbitrarily, the maximum total weight to be ac-

celerated (carrier vehicle plus payload) has been set at 30 kg.

From the point of view of a warhead accelerator, missile velocity is perhaps even more important

than missile weight. For current Western missiles, the maximum velocity ranges from 100 ni/s for

the Dragon II to over 280 m/s for the TOW 2A, and 315 m/s for the Israeli Mapats [9). This de-

pends on the distance; for instance, at the end of its range the TOW-velocity is down to little more

than 100 m/s.

For the foreseeable future, there are no clear indications of a significant rise in velocity. For man-in-

the-loop systems, where the missile is directed to the target by a human operator, reaction time is a

limiting factor. It is noted, however, that even now some Soviet missiles operate at considerably

higher velocities of up to 500 m/s (AT-6 Spiral) or even 800 Q?) m/s (AT-i1 Songster) 1101.

Disregarding these, 400 m/s would appear to be a comfortable upper limit for the accelerator, with

operation in the 300 m/s regime being more likely. For a minimum velocity, 70 rn/s seems appro-

priate. Lastly, of course, the velocity must be reproducible from one shot to the next, within fairly

narrow limits.
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There are additional limits set on the launch cycle of any warhead accelerator. These are the peak

acceleration levels that may be applied to the paylead and the peak rates of acceleration onset (jerk

level). Basically, the jerk level of a launch cycle (the third derivative of space with respect to time)

determines the amount of shock energy transmitted to the payload during launch [ 11].

The problem of maximum allowable acceleration and jerk levels for present and future missiles is

not a matter of the forces acting on a missile in field-use, but of the missile's structural limitations

(or in the present case those of its warhead section).

An important distinction in this respect is that between missiles attaining their final velocity in the

launcher, and missiles having a flight motor. The first variety is subjected to very substantial g-

loadings (e.g., 4200 g's on average for the AT4, and 3300 g's for the APILAS [9]. The TOW-2A,

on the other hand, is subjected to a maximum of 300 P during launch and no more than rough-

ly 25 g in flight [ 12]. Of course this may actually be far below the structural acceleration limit.

Opinion on the latter subject varies. It has been stated that acceleration levels near 500 g should ac-

commodate virtually all launch needs [13j. On several occasions 1000 g has been mentioned

[14, 151. The TOW 2A, in any case, should accommodate 1000 g or possibly even 1500 g [12].

However, acceleration limits are not a subject of general interest, and there is a widespread wariness

of making statements concerning "generic" missiles.

Two more facts may be worth mentioning. Some antitank missiles are designed to be launched

from a gun barrel; the AT-10 Bastion missile for the 100 mm gun of the T-55 or BMP-3 is a case

in point [10,161. It is interesting to speculate about acceleration figures. At the extreme end of the

acceleration scale is the steerable 155 mm Copperhead artillery anti-armour shell, which is sub-

jected to 9000 g on firing [17]. However, this projectile has had to be especially hardened against ac-

celeration damage. A similar statement applies to, e.g., the Merlin anti-tank mortar projectile.

While data on allowable acceleration levels are very scarce, no information at all has been un-

earthed on jerk levels. Obviously, it is essential that reliable data on both quantities be obtained, be-

fore any gasgun accelerator design is finalised.

As a rule, however, in any dynamic test it will be advisable to verify that the warhead has sustained

no damage during the launch. If either the integrity or the relative position of the various compo-

nent parts have been compromised, warhead effectiveness might suffer. For this purpose, orthogonal

flash radiography will be indispensible.

'I
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Generally speaking, for tandem warheads the target of interest will be multiple reactive armours. To

the extent that these are already routinely tested in the LBO, this represents no problem. It is im-

perative, however, that the warhead accelerator itself remains undamaged by either the combined

explosive force of the warheadi and the explosive armour, or by fragments or even ERA plates.

Secondly, the target will often be at an oblique angle. For the tandem charge in particular, this rep-

resents a complicating factor when a misfire occurs and the dud charge must be stopped.

Depending on the type of threat tý,e tandem charge has been designed to counter, the delay between

its charges will may vary. Typical delays will be on the order of 0.250 to 3.000 ms [5]. This calls

for considerable flexibility in firing the charges.

It is noted, that in testing the performance of tandem warheads against multiple ERA an extensive

diagnostic X-ray capability is once again indispensable. Any number of components may fail to

function properly, and the evidence is often destroyed in the course of the experiment. This should

be taken into account in determining the target set-up.

Top attack charges may be tested against both inert and explosive armour. Here it becomes of vital

importance that the proper rotational orientation of the warhead be assured. Even a small rotation

would affect the validity of the test, and large displacements could result in a missed target, with un-

fortunate consequences.

2.2 LBO-related requirements

Any warhead accelerator system must operate within the confines of the LBO. This has a number

of consequences. It has already been explained that a rocket sled track is hardly feasible. Even in a

gasgun approach, though, both the LBO's firing tunnel and target bunker impose a number of lim-

itations.

Firing tu-nel

920333-3

Figure 2.2 The large firing range at the PML Laboratory for Ballistic Research (LBO)
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Referring to Figure 2.2, the length of the firing tunnel implies an upper limit on the length of the

gasgun. Depending on whether the gun room at the end of the firing tunnel is included, a totil

length of roughly 30 or 40 m is available. The shorter length is much to be preferred, since it al-

lows the gun in the gun room to remain in place during dynamic warhead tests.

Conversely, the gasgun must lend itself to being removed once the warhead tests have been con-

cluded. There is only a single shotline into the target bunker, through strategically placed openings

in its doors and interior labyrinth walls. This also fixes the centerline of the gasgun at a height

of 1.2 m.

Lastly, the gasgun may not completely obstruct the access from the firing tunnel to the target

bunker, while in place. Perhaps, this means that (part of) it must be movable.

The firing tunnel is limited in the amount of explosive it can withstand in the case of a premature

explosion. It has been established that 10 kg of TNT would present z.. danger to the surroundings,

though the tunnel itself might sustain damage.

In any case, the use of sensitive detonators or on-board electrical energy would seem to be inadvis-

able (consider for example the situation where a projectile becomes stuck in the bore). A method

must be devised that allows withholding electrical energy from the detonators until the last moment.

This of course implies circumventing the missile's built-in safe-and-arm, initiation and timing func-

tions. In some cases, as e.g. for the proximity-fuzed future ATGW 3 MR [18], this may entail some

practical difficulties.

TargtLbunker

Safety considerations require that the projectile is guided to a point very near the target. Conversely,

it is unwise to have the launching tube too close to the site of the explosion(s). This assumes a sepa-

rate, expendable guidance section bridging the gap between the tube's muzzle and the target. Thus it

can also be also guaranteed that the projectile is positioned properly for external initiation of the

charges. While it has been argued that a projectile moving at 300 m/s would find it hard to deviate

significantly from its trajectory over a distance of only a few meters, this would not apply to a

slower, or failed, launch.

The fixed firing height of 1.2.n will in most cases preclude firing top attack charges towards the

floor of the target bunker. Since the floor consists of concrete plates resting on a sand bed almost 2m

above the bottom of the target bunker, there is some room for increasing the effective firing height.

However, it would probably be simpler to fire top attack charges in a sideward direction.

tt
4+
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Under no circumstance may a charge hit the walls of the target bunker. A shaped charge jet with a

penetration capacity of over im of RHA (rolled homogeneous armour) would be quite capable of

completely penetrating the I m thick concrete bunker wall, with disastrous consequences. Similarly,

if a warhead were to malfunction, the heavy, high-velocity projectile might do considerable damage

in its own right. Therefore, a fail-safe backstop system must be devised. The available room space

amounts to 4 m.

A dud charge would represent an additional problem. On impact it would be liable to scatter the ex-

plosive charges all over the target bunker, unless a spontaneous detonation occurred. It must be pos-

sible to clean up any explosive debris in a safe and thorough manner.

There are some additional requirements. Remote operation is a must for safety reasons. The time

required for setting up the system for a test of maximum complexity should be limited to, say, 4 - 6

hours. And lastly, the whole installation should be as user-friendly as possible.

2.3 Overview of a possible warhead accelerator system

Based on the previous requirements (as summarised in Table 2.1), it is now possible to give an

overview of a possible warhead accelerator syst-m for the purpose of performing dynamic tests in the

LBO. The overall picture provided here will be filled in and expanded in the rest of the report.

(Although the device will be called a gun for convenience, it is of course not implied that it is de-

signed to be a weapon.)

The various components making up the system, and their placement within the large shooting

range of the LBO, are shown schematically in Figure 2.3. The gasgun is confined to the firing

tunnel, while keeping clear of the range's gun room. The payload is ultimately delivered to the target

in the target bunker, through the holes in the b,.jiker's doors and labyrinth walls.

target
gun bunker

room firing tunnel

system lbarrel targe

Figure 2.3 Schematic view of the contemplated warhead accelerator
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At the rear end of .he gasgun is a large gas storage tank. Connected to the tank by means of a gas

valving mechanism is a launch tube or barrel. The launch tube consists of multiple segments, each

having a separate support, This allows easy removal and storage after use.
Inside the barrel the projectile is mounted on a carrier or launch vehicle, which has the dual task of

sealing the barrel and supporting the projectile during acceleration.

In order to keep some distance between the launch tube and the explosion site in the target bunker,

an expendable guidance section steers the projectile over its last few meters of flight.

If an absolute guarantee was required against the gasgun being damaged by fragments produced in
the target bunker, a fast closing velve in front of the gun muzzle would provide it.

Immediately before impact on the target, the warhead passes a contact section where electrical con-

tact is established between the projectile and the firing equipment. The latter must be integrated with

timing and diagnostic equipment.

After the charges are fired, the jets or EFP's (explosively formed penetrators) impact on the target. In
case of a detonating failure, the dud charge must be stopped by a backstop construction, without

damage to the target bunker.

The above overview leaves a number of questions to be answered, and any number of details to be
filled in. Provisions for filling the gas tank, loading the projectile package, keeping it from rotating,

suppressing the gun's recoil, etc., all remain to be considered. This will be done in Chapters 6-10.
First, though, we must address the matter of the gasgun's dimensions, such as chamber volume and

barrel length, as well as its performance. Chapters 3-5 are devoted to this subject.
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Table 2.1 Upper-limit requirements for a warhead accelerator system in the LBO

Warhead section

diameter 20 cm

length 150 cm

weight incl. launch vehicle 30 kg

velocity 70 - 400 m/s

acceleration 500 - 1500 g ?
jerk?

Gasgun

diameter 30 cm.

height 120 cm

set-up movable

warhead orientation fixed

Firing device

no. of charges 2

triggering distance variable

delay times 0.250 - 3.000 ms

contact velocity 70 - 400 m/s

Backstop

penetration capacity 150 cm

projectile weight 30 kg

attack mode direct + top attack

braking distance 4 m
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3 ESTIMATING GASGUN PERFORMANCE

3.1 Introduction

The performance requirements of a gasgun consist usually of specified parameters for the projectile

to be launched and operational constraints on the gasgun itself. Relevant parameters for the projec-

tile are its mass and geometry, the required muzzle velocity and the maximum acceleration level it

can withstand without being deformed or even destroyed. Operational constraints for the gasgun are

e.g. the maximum pressures the system can withstand, its maximum size, and the gas (or gases)

that will be used as driver gas.

When designing a gasgun, a method for obtaining a first, crude estimate of whether it is possible to

meet the requirements or not would be valuable. Fortunately such a method exists. It is based on

two main assumptions:

- the gas expands isentropically,

- the available internal energy of the gas is fully transformed into kinetic energy of the projectile.

Furthermore, throughout this report,

- the gases in use are considered to be ideal gases.

These assumptions are used to derive two equations to determine the barrel length and chamber

volume needed to accelerate a projectile of given diameter and mass to a prescribed muzzle velocity at

a maximum acceleration level for a choosen driver gas.

In the present chapter, the above method will be described and its limitations discussed. Additional

information may be found in the next chapter, which is devoted to a much more realistic gasgun

model.

3.2 Equations to determine barrel length and chamber volume

The energy stored in a driver gas of specific heat ratio y at pressure Pc in volume Vc is:

EC PC Vc (3.1)

Y-
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If this driver gas expands isentropically to fill a volume Ve = Vc + Vb (with Vb the barrel volume

behind the projectile), its pressure in the new state is given by:

Pe = Pc Vc Y(Vc+Vb) -7 (3.2)

aiid the energy in this new state is:

Pe Ve Pc Vc( Vb
Ye I - I 1+VC(')(3

Now assume, that an energy equal to the energy difference between the initial state and the new

state is fully transformed into kinetic energy of the projectile, so that:

MpUp 2 = Ee - Ec (3.4)

with Mp the mass of the projectile and Up its velocity.

If it is required that for a given pressure Pc the projectile has a velocity U p at the end of a barrel of

length Lb and cross-sectional area Ab, Eqs.(3.1) - (3.4) yield the following relation between Lb and

Vc:

+Lb Ak I-_)y) (Y- 0)M pU p2

vc 0 -(1 ---0 +p (3.5)
c 2 PC

This is the first of two equations used in the present simple method to estimate gasgun perfor-

mance.

The second equation is derived as follows. The equation of motion for the projectile is:

dU
M!-= P(t)Ab (3.6)
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For an isentropically expanding gas the propelling pressure can be written as a function of the pro-

jectile velocity (see section 4.6):

2,P(Up} = p ( 'y - 1)Up Ti-2"

P(UP) = PC 2a( Y (3.7)

with ao the initial velocity of sound in the driver gas as given by:

ýyRT

a0  W (3.8)

(Here R is the universal gas constant, Wm the molecular weight of the driv-r gas and T the gas

temperature).

If only the expanding gas exerts a force P(Up) on the projectile (i.e. in the absence of friction, etc.),

Eq.(3.6) can be rewritten as:

dU(
MUp -d = P(Up)Ab (3.9)

Solving this equation by substituting the expression for the driving pressure yields the following ex-

pression for the distance travelled by the projectile when it has obtained a veloci'y Up:

2 y+I (Y l)Up

L- -0 (2 + 1) (3.10)
PCAb Y+l (Y- 1) Up_)

(1- 2a0

"This is the second equation to determine the needed barrel length and chamber volume.

ii
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3.3 Acceleration restraints

This paragraph describes how to use Eqs. (3.5) and (3.10) to determine the barrel length Lb and

chamber volume Vc needed to realise a certain projectile velocity Up, under the additional constraint

of a maximum allowable projectile acceleration amax.

A projectile of mass Mp in a barrel of diameter Db (and area Ab) experiences its maximum acceler-

ation at the start of the launch. This yields the following relation between Mp, amax, and the

chamber pressure PC:

4Mp amax_ MP amax
Pc - ltDb 2  - Ab (3.11)

With this substitution for Pc, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.10) can be rewritten and used to determine the bar-

rel length and chamber volume needed to accelerate the projectile to the velocity Up, while no. ex-

ceeding the maximum acceleration amax:

VI- I + LbAb )'-') = (y - I)AxUP2 (3.12)

2 y+1 (1 (Y- l)Ua 0
2  2 y- 1 y-l1 2a0  )

Ib- 2( 1 ) (3.13)
amax +l (y)Up Y+ I

3.4 Calculations

Section 3.3 has yielded two expressions (Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) for barrel length Lb and chamber

volume Vc. Equation (3.13) for the barrel length is plotted in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 as a function of

the required muzzle velocity Up, for several values of the maximum acceleration amax. Two ideal

driver gases have been considered, air and helium, as characterised by Table 3. 1.
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Table 3.1 Characteristic parameters for air and helium

Gas Specific heat ratio Sound velocity (m/s)+)

Air 1.4 343

Helium 1.667 1008

+) At temperature 293K

40 -

35

E;730 3

_ 25

20
.'0 } •--

° 10 -

200 250 300 350 400

Muzzle velocity of projectile (m/s)

amax .-.- 500 ---- 700 - 1000 --- 1500 g

Figure 3.1 Barrel length as a function of muzzle velocity for several values of the maximum
acceleration amax (in g) with air as driver gas

S iI
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40

35
S30

•25

20

10

0 15 --- ----------

200 250 300 350 400

Muzzle velocity of projectile (m/s)

amax - - 500 --- 700 - 1000 -- 1500 g

Figure 3.2 Barrel length as a function of muzzle velocity for several values of the maximum
acceleration amax (in g) with helium as driver gas

From Figure 3.1 and 3.2 it is evident that helium is a more efficient driver gas. This is further il-

lustrated by Figure 3.3 where Eq.(3.7), used in the derivation of eq.(3.13), is plotted for both air

and helium. For helium the driving pressure at the projectile base drops more slowly as a function

of projectile velocity, resulting in a continuously higher acceleration force on the projectile.

The initial pressure of the gas in the chamber is proportional to the maximum acceleration amax

and to the ratio Mp/Ab of projectile mass to projectile area, as expressed in Eq.(3. 11). Figure 3.4

plots the initial chamber pressure as a function of the maximum acceleration level for several values

of Mp/Ab. Table 3.2 relates the values of Mp/Ab used in the figure to some relevant combinations

of projectile mass and diameter.

*
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Table 3.2 Projectile mass / barrel diameter combinations according to Figure 3.4

mass diameter Mn/Ah
(kg) (M)

20 0.2 637

20 0.3 283

30 0.2 955

30 0.3 424

1.00

1- 0.90

0.80

"0.70 "-
") - 0.60

a 0.50

0. 0.40

CI
0.300

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Velocity of projectile (m/s)

air - helium

Figure 3.3 Driving pressure at projectile base as a function of projectile velocity for air and
helium (at 20°C)
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Maximum acceleration (g's)

A - 637 283 --- 955 --- 424Ab

Figure 3.4 Initial chamber pressure as a function of maximum acceleration for several projectile
mass over area ratios

The first of the equations Eqs.(3.12) and (3.13) for determining barrel length and chamber volume

can be rewritten as:
1

Vc (y-1)Ab UP 2 - (3.14)
L 4 2 amax

For a given maximum acceleration amax and area Ab this equation can be used to calculate Lb as

a function of the particle velocity Up for several chamber volumes Vc. The results of the calcula-

tions for three different values of amax (500g, 10OOg and 1500g) and a barrel diameter of 0.3 m

are plotted in Figures 3.5-3.6 for air and helium, respectively. In these figures, an extra curve for

every amax represents Eq.(3.13). From Figure 3.5 it follows that for air as the driver gas, Eq.(3.13)

is more limiting than Eq.(3.12) for the parameter values investigated. That is to say, on the basis

of Eq.(3.13) a larger barrel length is indicated than required by Eq.(3.12). For helium as the driver

gas the situation is different, as can be seen in Figure 3.6. For high values of the maximum allow-

able acceleration Eq.(3.13) determines the minimally needed barrel length. However, for low accel-

eration values and small chamber volumes, Eq.(3.12) is more limiting than Eq.(3.13). This

means, that under the given conditions there is not enough energy stored in the helium in the

chamber volume, to realise the required projectile velocity at the barrel length calculated by

I
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Eq.(3.13). In summary: for a given maximum acceleration value the minimum barrel length,

needed to launch a projectile to a given muzzle velocity with a particular chamber volume, is the

maximum value of the barrel lengths calculated using Eqs.(3.13) and (3.12) (or (3.14)), respec-

tively.
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Figure 3.5 Barrel length as a function of projectile velocity for several chamber volumes with air
as driver gas; (top: 500g, mid: lO00g, bottom: 1500g)
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Figure 3.6 Barrel length as a function of projectile velocity for several chamber volumes with

helium as driver gas (top: 500g, mid: lO00g, bottom: 1500g)
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3.5 Limitations

The two main assumptions underlying the procedure of the preceding sections have already been

mentioned:

- the energy stored in the driver gas in the chamber of the gasgun cdn be fully transformed into

kinetic energy of the projectile;

- the driver gas expands isentropically.

The limitations inherent to the first assumption become apparent if it is reformulated and split up

in three statements, in the following way:

- the energy difference between the initial state and a current state is calculated as if the current

state is a stationary state;

- this energy difference is fully transformed into kinetic energy of both gas and projectile;

- the total kinetic energy of the driver gas during expansion is negligible compared to the kinetic

energy of the projectile.

Only if these three statements are correct, is the first assumption a valid one. By implication, if ei-

ther of the three is not met, then the barrel length Lb as calculated with Eq.(3.12) constitutes the

lower limit of the barrel length needed. Depending on how strong the violations are, a much larger

barrel length may be required in reality. As a result of this, the procedure outlined in this chapter

can really only be safely applied to prove that a certain configuration is incapable of meeting the

imposed requirements.

The second assumption states that the driver gas expands isentropically. As an isentropic process is

a reversible, adiabatic process, the effects of friction and heat transfer are absent. Isentropicity re-

quires that the process develops infinitesimally slowly, with infinitesimally small gradients. Every

real process is irreversible as a consequence of existing finite gradients, but it should be realised that

the irreversibility's associated with rapid gas expansion are inherently small compared to those asso-

ciated with rapid compression or retarded expansion. Therefore a proper reformulation of the as-

sumption is: the expansion process in a gasgun is negligibly non-isentropic. Determining the degree

of non-isentropicity of the expansion process requires both analytical and experimental considera-

tions outside the scope of this simple treatment.

In addition, we note that in the derivation of Eq.(3.13) it was implicitly assumed in Eq.(3.9), that

friction forces between projectile and barrel, and the resistance to projectile motion by the air in the

barrel are negligible. The influence of these forces is studied in the next chapter.

I
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The validity of Eq.(3.9) is limited by yet another fundamental constraint. When disturbances in the

gas, initiated by the acceleration of the projectile, are reflected (usually from the breech of the cham-

ber) and reach the projectile again, the propelling pressure is no longer given by Eq.(3.7). This topic

too is more fully discussed in the next chapter.

Again the main implication is that, if any of the explicit or implicit assumptions used in its deriva-

tion are not met, Eq.(3.13) predicts a minimally needed barrel length; actually, a larger length may

be required.

3.6 Feasibility of the gasgun accelerator

We repeat the earlier conclusion, that the procedure outlined in this chapter can only be safely ap-

plied to prove that a given configuration can not meet the imposed requirements. It cannot guaran-

tee that the predicted level of performance will in fact be realised.

On the other hand, within the limitations of the theory, it may be expected that the calculated re-

sults yield a fair indication of the general level of performance to be expected.

In this sense, the basic feasibility of fulfilling the requirements list-' in Table 2.1 has been estab-

lished. For a barrel diameter of 0.3 m and taking 20 m as the maximum barrel length, we find

from Figure 3.5 that for air as the driver gas 1500 g gives the desired 400 m/s muzzle velocity.

Likewise Fig. 3.6 shows that for helium roughly 800 g should yield 400 m/s.

Turning to Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2, for a projectile mass of 30 kg and a barrel diameter of 0.3 m,

1500 g is seen to translate to approximately 60 bar chamber pressure, and 1000 g and 500 g to

proportionally less. This is well within the acceptable pressure range of the contemplated gasgun.

It
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4 GASGUN MODELLING

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how the performance of a gasgun was modelled. First a simplified description

of a gasgun is given to introduce the main components of such a gun and the important parameters

for its performance. Then the basic requirements to obtain a high projectile velocity are stated. The

performance of a gasgui is strongly dependent on the behaviour of gas disturbances and correspond-

ing pressure disturbances initiated by the acceleration of the projectile. This topic is discussed at

some length, after which the reader should have a feeling for the fundamentals of gasgun perfor-

mance.

Before going into details, the following two paragraphs provide an overview of this chapter's subject

matter. Two types of gasgun are treated: first the constant diameter gasgun and then the chambered

gasgun, corresponding with an increase in order of complexity.

In a constant diameter gasgun (or any gasgun for that matter), an accelerating (or decelerating)

projectile creates gas and pressure disturbances. If the first pressure disturbance that was initiated by

the projectile starting to accelerate cannot, after having been reflected from the breech, reach the pro-

jectile before it leaves the barrel, the gasgun is called an (effectively) infinite chamber-length gasgun.

In a constant diameter gasgun of this type, where in addition the barrel has been evacuated and

projectile-barrel friction has been modelled in a special way, the velocity of the projectile can be ex-

pressed analytically as a function of its position in the barrel. If the reflected disturbances reach the

projectile while it is still in the barrel, or when the other conditions are not met, then the projectile

velocity must be calculated numerically, as will be outlined below.

As opposed to the constant diameter gasgun, the performance of a chambered gasgun can only be

calculated numerically, through a quite elaborate procedure. This will be described in general ierms,

and the numerical implementation discussed as well. In addition, however, reasonably accurate es-

timates for chambered gasgun performance can be given with pseudo-analytical approaches based on

some simplifying assumptions. As in the case of the constant diameter gasgun, an important sub-

type of the chambered variety is the effectively infinite chamber-length gasgun.
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Our objective of modelling gasgun performance was to perform parameter studies to design a gas-

gun capable of meeting specified requirements az4l constraints. These parameter studies are de-

scribed in the next chapter.

Lastly, for a general overview of gasgun theory, we refer to Seigel [191.

4.2 Gasgun overview

DC chamber

___--- lock mechanism DB

projectile

LC LB

Figure 4.1 Schematic overview of a gasgun

A schematic overview of a gasgun is given in Figure 4.1. Such a gun consists of a reservoir, called

the chamber, that contains a certain mass of a chosen gas at a predetermined (high) pressure. At

the transition from the chamber to the barrel a locking mechanism prevents the gas from expanding

into the barrel. The projectile to be launched is positioned almost directly behind this mechanism

and has a certain mass. When the locking mechanism is unlocked, the gas will flow out of the

chamber. As long as the propelling force on the projectile exerted by the expanding gas is larger than

any opposing forces (e.g. projectile-barrel friction, and resistance of the compressed gas inside the

barrel), the projectile will continue to accelerate.

The above is a simplified description of a gasgun. In the following more detailed study, it is as-

sumed that both chamber and barrel are cylindrical in shape.
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The main parameters characterising a gasgun are its dimensions and its physical state variables.

These h4 ve to be specified for both chamber and barrel:

- geometric parameters for the chamber: length Lc and diameter Dc;

- state variables for the chamber: type of driver gas, with specific heat ratio y, initial pressure Pc

and temperature Tc (determining in turn the sound velocity);

- geometric parameters for the barrel: length Lb and diameter Db;

- state variables for the barrel: type of gas and its specific heat ratio y, initial pressure Pb and tem-

perature Tb.

If the diameter of the chamber is the same as the diameter of the barrel, the gasgun is called a con-

stant diameter gasgun, otherwise it is called a chambered gasgun.

The performance of a gasgun, that is the muzzle velocity attained by the projectile, is further depen-

dent on:

- the projectile mass Mp;

- the friction between projectile and barrel;

- the resistance due to compressed air in the barrel.

4.3 Basic requirements for a high velocity gasgun

The basic factors determining the velocity of a projectile propelled from a gasgun may be obtained by

applying Newton's force equation to describe the trajectory of the projectile in the barrel at any mo-

ment in time:

MdU P(t
k =A Pp(t) (4.1)

where Mp denotes the projectile mass, Up(t) its instantaneous velocity, A the cross-sectional area of

the barrel and Pp(t) the propellant pressure acting on the rear end of the projectile. This equation

can be transformed to:

M Up(Xp,) d• - A Pp(Xp) (4.2)

with Xp the distance travelled by the projectile at time t.
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Integrating this equation from the projectile's starting position (X=O) to the muzzle end of the barrel

(X = L, L the barrel length) yields:

M - p(X)dx (4.3)

with Up the muzzle velocity of the projectile.

If the spatial average of t&'e propelling pressure is defined as:

P = E Pp(x)dx (4.4)

the projectile muzzle velocity can be written as:

Up 2PAL
M (4.5)

This result indicates the essential factors upon which the projectile velocity depends. To achieve a

higher muzzle velocity, one must:

- increase the barrel cross-sectional area A;

- increase the barrel length L;

- decrease the projectile mass M;

- increase the average propelling pressure Pa.

However, practicality limits the changes in these parameters:

- usually a minimum M is prescribed;

- for too large an L the propelling pressure at the end of the barrel will become very low and fric-

tion effects may become dominant;

- too large an A will pose both cost and operational problems;

- the various components of a gun cannot withstand an arbitrarily high pressure.
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Achieving a high projectile velocity can be realised by making first ALJM as large as possible and

then generating a high average driving pressure behind the projectile, while at the same time limit-

ing the pressure rise in all parts of the gun system so as not to cause unacceptable damage.

Ideally, the base pressure on the projectile would be constant and equal to the initial pressure, dur-

ing the entire stay of the projectile in the barrel. A propellant capable of this is known as constant

base pressure propellant. In this case the muzzle velocity of the projectile would be the maximum at-

tainable velocity for the given gun system. This velocity is given by:

t[2_P0 AL
U 0  4 -M (4.6)

4.4 Pressure disturbances in a gasgun

Imagine the gas to be composed of thin layers of gas perpendicular to the axis of the gasgun. When

the projectile in a gasgun (or pre-burntd propellant gun) starts to move, it momentarily leaves a

slightly evacuated or lower pressure space behind. The layer of gas that was initially in contact with

the projectile, bur is now infinitesimally behind it, quickly moves this infinitesimal amount toward

the projectile into the evacuated space. Since this layer now has more space available, its pressure

drops. The same happens to the layer next to the first layer, and so on. This progression of succes-

sive movement is a disturbance in the gas which proceeds at the local speed of sound in the gas. The

disturbance decreases the pressure and density of the gas through which it passes and is thus called

a rarefaction disturbance. During its entire motion in the barrel, the projectile continues to produce

these rarefaction's.

However, when the first rarefaction reaches the breech of the chamber and the breech layer moves

into the space evacuated by its neighbour, there is no neighbour behind it to fill up the space the

breech layer is vacating and the breech layer is retarded in its motion; this retardation is felt by the

layer ahead of the breech layer, so that layer is retarded as well, and so on until this so called re-

flected rarefaction reaches the projectile and lowers the propelling pressure. In fact, this means that

the information that there is only a limited amount of gas available to fill the evacuated spaces, is

transmitted back to the gas in the gasgun and to the projectile. So when this first and following re-

flected rarefaction's reach the projectile the acceleration of the projectile is less than had they not

reached the projectile.
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A more complex phenomenon occurs in a gasgun with chambrage.

When a rarefaction travelling in the barrel towards the breech reaches the transition section with its

increasing area, the evacuated space is filled with gas flowing from a larger volume layer, so that

the pressure is raised to a higher value than if the gas had moved from a layer of the same volume.

This is the situation for all the layers in the transition section. In effect, rarefaction waves travelling

to the transition section are partially reflected at the transition section as compression disturbances

travelling towards the projectile, and partially transmitted as rarefaction's travelling towards the

breech. Upon reaching the projectile the compression disturbances raise the pressure behind the pro-

jectile to a value above that of a constant diameter gasgun. The disturbances in a chambered gasgun

are illustrated in Figure 4.2.

In summary, the main changes in the pressure of the gas propelling the projectile in a gasgun are:

- a drop in pressure from the projectile acceleration, present during the entire projectile motion in

the barrel;

- a drop in propelling pressure caused by rarefaction's reflected from the breech reaching the projec-

tile during the later stages of its motion;

- a rise in pressure from compression disturbances, i.e. rarefaction's reflected at the transition sec-

tion, which are present during the entire projectile travel.

CHAMBER compressions reflectedi il] , from transition region/ BARREL

PROJTECTILE

rarefactions from

rarefactions reflected accelerating projectile
from breech

Figure 4.2 Rarefaction and compression disturbances in a gasgun.
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4.5 Characteristic equations

The mathematical formulation for the infinitesimal pressure changes describes those changes in

terms of changes that occur when travelling with or along a disturbance:

dp + ap du =0 (4.7)

dp - ap du = 0 (4.8)

Here p is the pressure, a the local sound velocity, p the density and u the velocity of the layer of gas
under consideration. In the derivation of these equations it is assumed that infinitesimal changes in

the gas occur isentropically, so that:

P= PC p'/pcY (4.9)

Eq.(4.7) applies to a so called upstream or "u+a" disturbance, that is travelling towards the projec-
tile, while Eq.(4.8) applies to the downstream or "u-a" disturbance, that is either travelling towards

the breech, if u-a<0, or towards the projectile, when u-a>0. These two equations are known as the

characteristic equations and they permit a numerical solution to the interior ballistics problem of a
gas flowing isentropically in a (constant diameter) gasgun. It is important to note that these equa-

tions apply only to the barrel section and the chamber section, not to the transition region! The
transition region is described differently (see the paragraph on the chambered gasgun).

The characteristic equations, Eqs.(4.7) and (4.8), express that the acoustic inertia ap of the gas is

the fundamental gas property which determines the magnitude of the pressure changes required to
produce given velocity changes. For small ap the pressure change can be small to effect a given ve-

locity change. This is easy to understand qualitatively: the more quickly each layer of gas moves

into the space evacuated by its neighbour (meaning the gas has low inertia), the less is the pressure
drop and the better able is the gas to push the projectile. Therefore, a good propellant gas would be a
gas of low inertia; such a gas would yield a higher average pressure and thus a higher muzzle veloc-

ity than a gas of high inertia.

a,
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4.6 The constant diameter gasgun

4.6.1 Governing equations

In this paragraph and the next, the behaviour of a constant diameter (CD) gasgun is discussed. A

sketch of such a gun just prior to the release of the projectile is given in Figure 4.3. The basic pa-

rameters have already been listed in section 4.2. The driver gas in the chamber is considered to be

an ideal gas which expands isentropically.

DC chamber lock mechanism barrel DB = DC

projectile

LC
LB

Figure 4.3 Schematic overview of a constant diameter gasgun.

The behaviour of a constant diameter gasgun is described by the following set of equations.

For the driver gas we have:

the characteristic equations:

dp + ap du = 0 (4.10)

dp - ap du =0 (4.11)

together with the ideal gas law:

p = pkT (4.12)

and the expression for an isentropic expansion:
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P = Pc P"'1 Pc7 (4.13)

For the projectile we have:

the equation of motion:

dUp
M dt = F(t) (4.14)

together with an appropriate model for the resulting force F(t):

F(t) = Fp(t) - Ff(t) - Fa(t) (4.15)

where Fp is the driving force exerted on the projectile by the expanding driver gas, Ff is the friction

force between the projectile and the barrel, and Fa is thc decelerating force on the projectile caused by

the air in the barrel.

For an isentropic gas Eq.(4.13) can be combined with Eq.(4.1 1) to yield the following relation be-

tween the pressure and the velocity along a characteristic:

(y-1I) Up 2__y_

P(Up) = PCc(' -_aToUP )-y-1 (4.16)

The friction force between the projectile and the barrel will be modelled in the remainder of this re-

port as either:

- a constant friction force, independent of projectile motion, described by a constant friction pres-

sure factor times the barrel area:

Ff(t) = ACf (4.17)

- a force proportional to the net force, i.e. the difference between the propelling force of the driver

gas and the resistance force due to the gas in the barrel, with a proportionality constant "a":

I,.
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Ff(t) = a(Fp - Fa) (4.18)

The performance of a CD gasgun can now be calculated by solving these equations, provided proper

expressions are available for Ff and Fa in Eq.(4.15).

4.6.2 Analytic solution without reflections

A simple case allowing an analytical solution to the equations of section 4.6.1 is that where reflec-

tions can be neglected.

As long as pressure disturbances initiated by the acceleration of the projectile have not yet reached

the projectile again, after having been reflected from the breech, Eq.(4.16) expresses the pressure ex-

erted on the base of the projectile by the expanding driver gas. If we assume that there is no friction

in the CD gasgun and that the barrel is evacuated, Eq.(4.14) can be rewritten as:

dUp
MUp -x- = P(Up)Ab (4.19)

This equation can be integrated analytically to give the following relation between barrel length and

projectile velocity:

2 y+ 1 (7- ')Up
Mp a0

2  2 -y-- I - 1 2a 0
Lb PcAb ( + 1) (4.20)

0- _2a 0  -

(This equation was used earlier in Chapter 3.) A graphic illustration of this result is given by

Figure 4.4, where a dimensionless muzzle velocity has been plotted as a function of a normalised

barrel length.

The dimensionless co-ordinates for velocity and positive (length) are respectively:

u - AbPc x
u =0 x M -0 (4.20)

@a
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2.5

2 4-

0.5

z

0 - - --. .

0 5 10 15 20 25

Normalised barrel length

- 1.2 -- 1.4 --- 1.67

Figure 4.4 Normalised muzzle velocity as a function of normalised barrel length for several
values of the specific heat ratio g of the driver gas, without reflections at the breech

Obtaining the chamber length Lc necessary so that the CD gasgun can be considered of effectively

infinite chamber length, requires the calculation of the path of the first returned, reflected distur-

bance. For a CD (ideal propellant) gasgun, Heybey [281 has obtained an analytic expression for the

chambcr length Lc as a function of the velocity of the projectile Up (at which the first reflected dis-

turbance reaches the projectile):

Mp a0 2  2 1
L€ P~ 7+ ( 7)U) +1 -1) (4.21)

( Y- 2 0 ) 2(,y-1)

This equation can be regarded as a relation limiting the applicability of Eq.(4.20). In Figure 4.5

the Eqs.(4.20) and (4.21) are plotted together in dimensionless length (Lb and Lc) co-ordinates for

two values of y, the specific heat ratio corresponding to air and helium.

The disturbances reflected by the breech of the chamber transmit the information that there is only

a finite amount of gas in the chamber. When these reflected disturbances reach the projectile, they
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decrease the pressure behind the projectile to below the magnitude the pressure would have if there

were no such returned reflections. The onset of this phenomenon (as indicated by Eq.(4.2 1)) is not

incorporated in Eq.(4.20) and can only be calculated properly with a numerical solution of the gov-

erning differential equations. This is done in the next section.

For a desired normalised muzzle velocity u-, Figure 4.5 can be used to determine the normalised bar-

rel length Lb and chamber length Lc. These values yield a ratio I = If the ratio I = L--.for an

a,.ual gasgun configuration is less then 1, the desired normalised muzzle velocity is realistic; if

I , u over predicts the muzzle velocity realisable by the given configuration.

2~
S 1.8

~cc S1.4 
/ ,

"-E 1.2

a0 .

E 0.84Z' 014

0

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

Normalised muzzle velocity of projectile

- Air(4.20) - - He (4.20) --- Air(4.21) ---- He(4.21)

Figure 4.5 Normalised b; rrel length as a function of normalised muzzle velocity for helium
and air, with curves indicating the limit (Eq.(4.21)) of the applicability of the
reflection-less theory of Eq.(4.20)

4.6.3 Numeric solution with reflections

The procedure for numerically solving the equations of section 4.6.2 is not discussed here, since we

want to focus mainly on the results and their implications. In this section, various cases are to be

distinguished.

No friction, evacuated barrel

Assuming no friction and an evacuated barrel, Figure 4.6 plots the numerically calculated velocity

of the projectile as a function of the position of the projectile in the barrel, for several values of the

chamber length Lc. The initial chamber pressure was fixed at 40 bar, the driver gas is air at

it 4f
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ambient temperature (20'C), the barrel length was taken to be 20 m and the mass of the projectile

is 30 kg.

The top-most curve in Figure 4.6 corresponding to L< = 10m also represents the U-X reiatoiiship as

expressed by Eq.(4.20). The figure clearly shows that, as the chamber length gets smaller, the cal-

culated velocities differ more and more from the values as predicted by Eq.(4.20). This difference is
caused by the earlier return at the projectile of reflections that cause a drop in the propelling pres-

sure. This is more clearly seen in Figure 4.7 of the projectile acceleration.

It is easy to verify that for the smaller chamber lengths Eq.(4.21) gives a barrel length of less

than 20m, meaning that reflections can indeed return at the projectile. It is also important to note

that for this particular configuration increasing the chamber length over 10m does not increase the

muzzle velocity of the projectilc any further.

In Figure 4.8 and 4.9 the velocity and acceleration of the projectile are now plotted for several initial
chamber pressures, assuming a fixed chamber length of 7.5 m while keeping the rest of the configu-

ration unchanged. The same trends can be observed for the smaller chamber pressures at fixed

chamber length, as earlier for the smaller chamber lengths at fixed initial chamber pressure.

400

350

*200

150

CL 100

50

0 .. . .. .. ..... - --.-+ +-1-- . .. I

0 5 10 15 20

Projectile position (M)

Lc 5 -- 7.5 -.-- 10 m

Figure 4.6 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several chamber lengths Lc for air,
with a friction-less projectile and an evacuated barrel
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Lc 5 - _ 7.5 10 m

Figure 4.7 Projectile acceleration as a function of position for several chamber lengths Lc for
air, with a friction-less projectile and an evacuated barrel
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Figure 4.8 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several initial chamber pressures PC)

with a friction-less projectile and an evacuated barrel
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Figure 4.9 Projectile acceleration as a function of position for several initial chamber pressures
Pc, with a friction-less projectile and an evacuated barrel

EffecE offricin

The above results were all calculated for the case of no friction between the projectile and the barrel,

and for an evacuated barrel. The effect of increasingly larger friction values on gasgun performance

is illustrated in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The configuration of the gasgun is defined by Lc = lO0m,

Dc = 0.3m, driver gas air, Tc = 293 0C, Lb = 20m and Mp = 30kg. The barrel was still assumed to

be evacuated.

Figure 4.10 uses several values of the friction proportionality constant a as introduced in Eq.(4.18).

In Figure 4.11 the different curves correspond to different values of the constant friction pressure Cp

of Eq.(4.17). As expected, the greater the friction is, the lower Jhe muzzle velocity of the projectile.

II 4
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Figure 4.10 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several friction coefficients "a"

(Eq.(4.18)) for air, with an evacuated barrel
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Figure 4.11 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several constant equivalent friction
pressures Cf (Eq.(4.17)) (as in Figure 4.10)
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It should be noted, that all these and the following figures lend themselves to a dual interpretation.

They can be considered to express the muzzle velocity or acceleration of the projectile as a function of

the barici length, rather than as a function of the position of the projectile in a barrel of a given

length.

Effect of barrel pressure

If the barrel of the gasgun is not evacuated, the air ahead of the accelerating projectile will be com-

pressed and the projectile will experience a lower net accelerating force. For the calculations the op-

posing force as a result of the gas in the barrel is modelled as a function of the initial pressure Pi,

type g and sound velocity a of the gas in the barrel, and the projectile velocity Up, as expressed by:

Pf" Y(+l+ 1)Up 2  YU p + (Y+1)2Up2 (4.22)

Pf 1 +-- 1+ 16 + (4.22)

(For a derivation of this equation the reader is referred to an elementary text book on gas dynam-

ics.)

Figure 4.12 illustrates the effect of increasing initial barrel pressure on the perfrmanuc of the same

gasgun as used before, assuming no friction. For this particular gasgun the minor effort of evacuat-

ing the barrel can result in a performance gain of maximally 10% for a completely evacuated bar-

rel.
400

Z" 350

300 -

g 250

.200

150

. 100

> 50

0 5 10 15 20

Barrel length (m)

Pb - 0.00 -- 0.50 --- 1.00 bar

Figure 4.12 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several barrel pressures Pb, for air
o with a friction-less projectile
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It is now possible to evaluate any combination of friction and barrel pressure. Some examples will

be given in this and the next chapter.

Effect of driver eas choice

In all the pre% ious examples air was the driver gas. For helium, the influence of chamber length,

initial chamber pressure, projectile friction and barrel pressure is analogous. This is illustrated by

Figures 4.13 and 4.14. These figures show projectile velocity and projectile acceleration, respectively,

as a function of the projectile position for several values of the chamber length Lc. The gun was

once again defined by Dc = 0.3m, Pc = 60 bar, driver gas helium, T = 20'C, Lb = 20 m,

Pb= 0 bar, and M = 30 kg. Compare these figures with Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for a similar air gun.

500 -t

450 •

•400.

S350

,E- 300 -I) 250

200

S150

100
50

0 5 10 15 20

Barrel length (m)

L - 5 -- 7.5 --- 10 --- 12.5 ---- 15 m

Figure 4.13 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several chamber lengths Lc for

helium, with a friction-less projectile and an evacuated barrel. Compare Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.14 Projectile acceleration as a function of position for several chamber lengths Lc for
helium (as in Figure 4.13). Compare Figure 4.7

This completes our treatment of the constant diameter gasgun. In the next section paragraph the

chambered gasgun is discussed.

4.7 The canambered gasgun

If the driver gas reservoir of a gasgun is larger in diameter than the barrel, the gasgun is called a

chambered gasgun. A schematic overview of a chambered gasgun was given in Figure 4. 1. In this

figure we have an abrupt transition from the chamber to the barrel; in reality this transition is usu-

ally more gradual. However in the model developed here only an abrupt transition is considered.

In this section we will first explain the advantages of chambrage. Then we will introduce a simple

way to model a chambered gasgun, based on the method for the constant diameter gasgun. This

will be referred to as the "pseudo-analytical approach". Lastly, a more rigorous and general numer-

ical method to calculate chambered gasgun performance will be discussed.
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4.7.1 Advantage of chambrage

Compared to a constant diameter gasgun containing an equal amount of driver gas, a chambered

gasgun accelerates a projectile to a higher velocity in the initial stages of projectile motion (i.e. until

a number of reflections have occurred). The larger the chambrage Dc/Db, the higher the projectile

velocity will be. The reason for this behaviour is that the rarefaction disturbances initiated by the

accelerating projectile are partly reflected at the transition section as compression disturbances, as

was already illustrated in Figure 4.2. (In the extreme case of an infinite Dc/Db gasgun the rarefac-

tion would be completely reflected as a compression at the transition section.) Upon returning at the

projectile these compression's raise the driving pressure at the projectile base. This process continues

as long as the rarefaction's that were partly transmitted at the transition section have not reached the

transition region again after being reflected from the breech.

4.7.2 Governing equations for a pseudo-analytical approach

The calculations for a chambered gasgun in this report are based on the same equations as describe

the constant diameter gasgun (see section 4.5), with one modification.

The characteristic equations Eqs.(4.10) and (4.11) de-scribe the behaviour of the gas in the

(constant diameter part of the) chamber and the barrel. The driver gas is considered an ideal gas

(Eq.(4.12)), that isentropically expands as expressed by Eq.(4.13). Of course Newton's law in

Eq.(4.14) is generally valid. For the chambered gasgun the decomposition of the force according to

Eq.(4.15) together with the modelling of friction between projectile and barrel according to

Eqs.(4.17) and (4.18) hold as well. The effect of the gas in the barrel in front of the projectile is

once again expressed by Eq.(4.22).

As long as a gasgun is of effectively infinite chamber length, the propelling pressure as a function of

projectile position for a constant diameter gasgun is given by Eq.(4.18). For a chambered gasgun

this equation is replaced by the following expression, introducing the effect of chambrage:

t T+ I Ac yU p (,-1)Up 2--.

P(Up) = Pc( + (I '1) (1-) 1-02) - ( ) ) Y-1 for (Up <= 1.5a0 (4.23)

F-T - -- ) I5a, 2a0

Y+ I Ac (Y-O P 2
P(Up) Pc(l + ( -1) (1 - A---) - 2  y0-) I-1 for yUp >= 1.5a0 (4.24)

1b
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There is a lot of reasoning underlying and motivating this approach. Since it would require the in-

troduction of some new concepts and equations relating to a more detailed description for the be-

haviour of the gas in the transition region, we dispense with an explanation here and refer the inter-

ested reader to Seigel [19].

With regard to the limitations of this pseudo-analytical approach we want to point out the follow-

ing. Comparison of the performance predicted by this method with the results of a numerical solu-

tion to the full set of equations for a chambered gasgun, have revealed that the pseudo-analytical so-

lution is quite accurate as long as the length of the chamber can be considered infinite. If the cham-

ber is not effectively of infinite length, the more reflections of pressure disturbances between projectile

and breech occur, the more the muzzle velocity predicted by this approach underestimates the actual

muzzle velocity.

4.6.3 Governing equations for the general chambered gasgun approach

Compared to the description of a constant diameter gasgun, similar and additional equations gov-

ern the performance of a chambered gasgun.

Similar are:

- the description of the behaviour of the driver gas;

- Newton's equation for the projectile acceleration;

- the characteristic equations in the barrel.

In addition there are:

- the characteristic equations in (the constant diameter part of) the chamber;

- equations to describe the behaviour of the driver gas in the transition section of the chamber;

- equations to couple the constant chamber to one side of the transition region and the barrel to

the other side.

In particular, so called quasi-static versions of the continuity and momentum equations are used to

relate conditions at the chamber side of the transition region to those at the barrel side.

A full discussion of these equations requires a lengthy treatment. Such a discussion would not add

much to the current understanding of the behaviour of gasguns and is therefore left out of this re-

port. However, one fact should be emphasised here: both sides of the transition region form a dis-

continuity by which pressure disturbances are both partly reflected and partly transmitted.

4.6.4 Numerical solution to the equations

A computer program to calculate the performance of a chambered gasgun by numerically solving

the governing equations is still under construction. Properly taking into account all the interactions
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between partially reflected and transmitted pressure disturbances, requires a great deal of bookkeep-

ing within the program. At present the program is able to predict the performance of gasguns with

configurations that are of particular interest to this project, with respectable accuracy; however, it is

not yet full proof for arbitrary configurations. The program's reliability will be discussed in the next

paragraph on validation issues.

For several gasgun configurations the program was used to calculate the projectile velocity in the

barrel and at the muzzle. This demonstrated the advantage of a chambered gasgun over a constant

diameter gasgun as discussed in section 4.7.1. The numerical results for chambered gun perfor-

mance with an ideal propellant gas indicate the following trends:

- for gasguns with an effectively infinite length chamber, the greater the chambrage, the greater

the projectile velocity;

- for gasguns with equal amounts of driver gas, the larger the chambrage, the larger the projectile

velocity in the initial stages of motion (i.e., before a number of reflections have occurred between

the breech and the projectile); in the later stages (after a number of reflections) the projectile ve-

locity will be approximately equal for all gasguns, irrespective of chambrage.

To illustrate these statements a few figures are presented; additional examples are found in the next

chapter. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 for air and helium, respectively, show the effect of doubling the

chamber diameter in a gasgun. The following parameters were common to all calculations: Pc = 60

bar, Mp = 30 kg, Db = 0.3 m, Lb = 20 m. Chamber length and diameter were varied as follows:

Lc = 5 m or 15 m, Dc = 0.3 m or 0.6 m, resulting in four curves for each figure. As before, in all

cases projectile friction and air resistance in the barrel have been neglected.

Figure 4.15 for the air gun illustrates two aspects:

- as long as the chamber can be considered of infinite length (i.e. no reflections have returned at

the projectile), the actual chamber length does not matter: the curves for different Lc (but the

same diameter ratio) coincide; it is only after a rarefaction reflected from the breech has returned

at the projectile for the Lc = 5 m chamber, that this curve starts to differ from the Lc = 15 m

curve;

- the projectile velocity is clearly larger for the larger chamber diameter.

One remark should be made here: the point at which the curves for different chamber lengths L:

start to differ is the same regardless of the chamber diameter Dc. This is a result of the current

modelling procedure. In reality (and when a more advanced chambered gasgun model is used) that

particular point is also influenced by the diameter ratio.

I.1
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Figure 4.15 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several chamber diameters Dc and
lengths Lc for air, demonstrating the effect of chambrage
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Figure 4.16 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several chamber diameters Dc and
lengths L. for helium. Compare Figure 4.15
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Figure 4.16 for the helium gun differs from the previous figure, in that:

- the curves for the two different chamber leng'ihs Lc start to differ at a much earlier position of

the projectile in the barrel; this is because helium has a much higher sound velocity than air, so

that the reflections return at the projectile much faster;

- for Lc = 15 m, the larger chambrage produces the higher velocities;

We note that, if a lower initial chamber pressure is used in the calculations, the effect of the re-

turned reflections becomes noticeable for the larger chamber length Lc = 15 m as well.

This concludes the present discussion of the chambered gasgun. In the next chapter various other

gasgun geometry's are studied; the results provide additional confirmation of the statements as dis-

cussed here.

4.8 Validation

The program developed to numerically solve the differential equations for either constant diameter

or chambered gasguns has been tested extensively.

As a first test, for conditions allowing an analytical treatment, thc program's results were compared

with the analytical solution: agreement was excellent.

Then the program was used to reproduce calculations, performed by Seigel [19], for both constant

diameter and chambered gasguns: again the agreement turned out to be very good. Details are given

in Annex A.

Two other checks on the program were performed. For comparison purposes, ISL agreed to perform

some gasgun calculations using their finite difference code. The gasgun parameters conformed to

the standard set Lc= 7.5 m, Dc = 0.6 m, Pc = 60 bar, T = 201C, Lb = 20 m, Db = 0.3 m,

Pb = 0 bar, fnd M = 30 kg, with both air aiA. helhum as driver gas. The ISL results agreed with

ours within approximately 2%.

Lastly, the program was checked against experimental data from scale experiments performed at the

LBO. For these a small-calibre chambered gasgun was used, firing 0.325 g and 1.1 g projectiles

from a barrel of 3.6 mm and 5.4 mm diameter, respectively. Both air and helium were used to op-

erate the gun. For several reasons a valid comparison proved difficult. Details are given in Annex A

as well.

--4
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5 GASGUN PARAMETER STUDY

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the results are presented of various calculations aimed at demonstrating that a gas-

gun can be used to accelerate a 30 kg projectile of 0.3 m diameter to velocities of up to 400 mn/s.

These calculations utilised the model introduced in the previous chapter. The calculations have the

character of a parameter study, with some parameters being varied over a wide range of values.

Typical parameter values used are (including those that were kept fixed throughout the calcula-

tions):

- chamber length Lc = 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 m;

- chamber diameter Dc = 0.30, 0.45 and 0.60 m;

- chamber pressure Pc = 30, 40, 50, 60 bar;

- driver gqs = air, helium;

- projectile mass M = 20, 30 kg;

- barrel length Lb = 20 m;

- barrel pressure Pb = 0, 1 bar;

- temperature = 200C;

- friction equivalent pressure Cf = 2 bar.

The friction pressure can be considered as an upper limit for friction losses, for most relevant cases;

however it should be noted that this value is an assumed (chosen) value.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Results for 30 Kg projectile

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 list, for air and helium as driver gas, the muzzle velocities obtained for a 30 kg

projectile of 0.3 m diameter, as a function of chamber length, initial chamber pressure and barrel

pressure, all with a barrel length of 20 m.

These results are also presented graphically in Figures 5.1 to 5.6. The first four figures plot the in-

fluence of the chamber diameter on the muzzle velocity of the projectile, for a gasgun with both an

evacuated and a non-evacuated barrel for several initial chamber pressures and two different cham-

ber lengths (L, = 7.5, 15 m). Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are for air, Figures 5.3 and 5.4 for helium as

driver gas.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate, for air and helium respectively, the influence of chamber length and

pressure on the muzzle velocity for various chamber diameters in a gasgun with an evacuated bar-

rel.

Si7
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Table 5.1 Muzzle velocity U p as a function of chamber length Lc, chamber pressure Pc,
chamber diameter Dc, and barrel pressure Pb, for a gasgun with air as driver gas
and a 30 kg projectile (at 2 bar friction!)

L-C PC Pb UO

(m) (bar) (bar) (Js)

Dc = 0.3m Dc = 0.45m Dc = 0.6m

5.0 30 0 239 297 325
5.0 30 1 201 266 296
5.0 40 0 281 339 365
5.0 40 1 245 308 338
5.0 50 0 316 373 399
5.0 50 1 282 343 371
5.0 60 0 346 402 427
5.0 60 1 313 373 400

7.5 3C 0 273 319 339
7.5 30 1 238 289 311
7.5 40 0 317 362 381
7.5 40 1 285 314 355
7.5 50 0 351 395 413
7.5 50 1 321 369 388
7.5 60 0 378 420 437
7.5 60 1 350 396 413

1.0 30 0 293 332 347
10.0 30 1 262 304 321
10.0 40 0 333 369 384
10.0 40 1 305 344 360
10.0 50 0 360 397 413
10.0 50 1 335 373 389
10.0 60 0 381 420 437
10.0 60 1 357 396 413

12.5 30 0 301 333 347
12.5 30 1 274 308 322
12.5 40 0 334 368 384
12.5 40 1 309 344 360
12.5 50 0 360 397 413
12.5 50 1 335 372 389
12.5 60 0 381 420 437
12.5 60 1 357 396 413

15.0 30 0 301 333 347
15.0 30 1 276 308 322
15.0 40 0 334 368 384
15.0 40 1 309 344 360
15.0 50 0 360 397 413
15.0 50 1 335 372 389
15.0 60 0 381 420 437
15.0 60 1 357 396 413
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Table 5.2 Muzzle velocity for a gasgun with helium as driver gas. See Table 5.1

L PC P'b uD
(W) (bar) (bar) (mJs)

Dc = 0.3t.) Dc = 0.45m Dc = 0.6m

5.0 30 0 224 309 360
5.0 30 1 180 272 326
5.0 40 0 270 363 418
5.0 40 1 229 327 385
5.0 50 0 309 408 468
5.0 50 1 269 373 435
5.0 60 0 343 449 511
5.0 60 1 304 413 478

7.5 30 0 268 346 389
7.5 30 1 227 311 356
7.5 40 0 317 403 450
7.5 40 1 280 369 418
7.5 50 0 359 451 501
7.5 50 1 322 418 468
7.5 60 0 397 493 545
7.5 60 1 360 460 513

10.0 30 0 297 369 405
10.0 30 1 259 335 374
10.0 40 0 350 428 467
10.0 40 1 313 395 436
10.0 50 0 395 478 519
10.0 50 1 359 445 488
10.0 60 0 434 521 564
10.0 60 1 399 489 533

12.5 30 0 319 384 416
12.5 30 1 282 351 385
12.5 40 0 373 445 479
12.5 40 1 338 413 448
12.5 50 0 418 494 530
12.5 50 1 384 463 500
12.5 60 0 459 537 574
12.5 60 1 424 505 543

15.0 30 0 335 396 424
15,0 30 1 300 364 393
15.0 40 0 390 455 485
15.0 40 1 356 424 456
15.0 50 0 437 505 537
15.0 50 1 403 474 507
15.0 60 0 480 550 583
15.0 60 1 446 518 552

Si3
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Figure 5.1 Muzzle velocity as a function of chamber pressure Pcs for various combinations of
chamber diameter Dc and barrel pressure Pb (E: 0 bar; N: 1 bar). Chamber length
Lc = 7.5 m, driver gas is air. See text for further details
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Figure 5.2 Muzzle velocity as a function of chamber pressure, for various combinations of
chamber diameter and barrel pressure. Chamber length Lc = 15m,,driver gas is air.
See Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.3 Muzzle velocity as a function of cT ýmber pressure, for various combinations of
chamber diameter and barrel press,.te. Chamber length Lc 7.5m, driver gas is
helium. See Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.4 Muzzle velocity as a function of chamber pressure, for various combinations of
chamber diameter and barrel pressure. Chamber length LI = 15m, driver gas is
helium. See Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.5 Muzzle velocity as a function of chamber length Lc, for various chamber diameters
Dc and at two chamber pressures Pc, with an evacuated barrel. Driver gas is air. See
text for details
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Figure 5.6 Muzzle yelocity as a function qf chamber length, for v•jous ciapter dianmters and
at. two camber pressures, with an evacuated tbrrel. Lnrver gas is heium. iee

Figure 5.5
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5.2.2 Results for 20 Kg projec,ý',e

This section presents the results of calculations for a 20 kg projectile, as opposed to the 30 kg projec-

tile of the previous section. Only the results for a constant diameter gasgun are considered here

(Dc = Db = 0.3 m).

As in section 5.2.1, Table 5.3 lists the calculated muzzle velocities, while Figure 5.7 serves as a

graphical illustration. In the figure, the influence of the chamber length on the muzzle velocity is

plotted for several initial chamber pressures, for a gasgun with a fully evacuated barrel and for both

air and helium as driver gas.

"600}

500 i-

300 -- air/3bar

2 300 r - he/30bar

" .. air/60bar
100

1*0 he/60bar

0 - - - - - - .-- . . . . ..- ---. . . . . . . . .

5 7.5 10 12.5 15

Chamber length & pressure (Dc=0.3m)

Figure 5.7 Muzzle velocity as a function of chamber length and chamber pressure with air and
helium as driver gas in a gasgun with an evacuated barrel and a 20 kg projectile

This figure clearly shows that, when air is used as driver gas, the gasgun becomes effectively of in-
finite chamber length for Lc > 10m if Pc 30Bar and Lc > 7.5m if Pc = 60Bar.

SI ;s
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Table 5.3 Muzzle velocity U p as a function of chamber length Lc, chamber pressure Pc, and
barrel pressure Pb, for a constant diameter (0.3 m) gasgun with both air and
helium as driver gas and a 20 kg projectile (at 2 bar friction!)

I- PC P

(W) (bar) (bar) (UP) (nis)
air helium

5.0 30 0 285 274
5.0 30 1 232 211
5.0 40 0 335 330
5.0 40 1 285 270
5.0 50 0 374 376
5.0 50 1 327 318
5.0 60 0 406 417
5.0 60 1 361 359

7.5 30 0 323 326
7.5 30 1 277 269
7.5 40 0 369 386
7.5 40 1 327 330
7.5 50 0 401 437
7.5 50 1 363 382
7.5 60 0 423 481
7.5 60 1 388 427

10.0 30 0 338 361
10.0 30 1 299 306
10.0 40 0 373 424
10.0 40 1 338 371
10.0 50 0 401 475
10.0 50 1 365 423
10.0 60 0 423 512
10.0 60 1 388 468

12.5 30 0 326 386
12.5 30 1 294 334
12.5 40 0 360 449
12.5 40 1 328 398
12.5 50 0 387 504
12.5 50 1 355 453
12.5 60 0 409 553
12.5 60 1 378 501

15.0 30 0 312 404
15.0 30 1 284 353
15.0 40 0 345 471
15.0 40 1 317 420
15.0 50 0 371 528
15.0 50 1 344 477
15.0 60 0 393 577
15.0 60 1 366 527
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A comparison with the earlier results for the 30 kg projectile is offered by Figures 5.8 and 5.9,

which apply to air and helium, respectively. In both figures the muzzle velocity is plotted as a func-

tion of chamber length and chamber pressure for a constant diameter gun (Dc Db 0.3m) with

an evacuated barrel.

500

400 *

>, 300
20Kg'30bar

L200 30Kg 3OBar
N

• 20Kgr60bar

100
30Kg'60bar

0
5 7.5 10 12.5 15

Chamber length & air pressure (Dc=0.3m)

Figure 5.8 Muzzle velocity as a function of chamber length and chamber pressure for projectile
mass Mp = 20 and 30 kg, with air as driver gas in a gasgun with an evacuated

barrel
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Figure 5.9 Muzzle velocity as a function of chamber length and chamber pressure for projectile
mass Mp = 20 and 30 kg, with helium as driver gas in a gasgun with an evacuated
barrel

5.3 Discussion

From the tables and figures in the previous sections the following conclusions may be drawn (with

respect to the 30 kg projectile, in particular):

- increasing the chamber diameter results in a worthwhile increase in muzzle velocities;

- with air as driver gas a gasgun configuration becomes effectively of infinite chamber length at

appro"-mately Lc = 7.5 m for chamber pressure Pc = 60 bar and at 10.0 m for 30 bar, !o that a

further increase in chamber length is pointless; the larger the chambrage the earlier this is the

case.

- only for the larger chamber diameters is helium significantly more effective than air; the advan-

tage becomes more pronounced as the chamber length is increased;

- evacuating the barrel of the gasgun yields an easily obtained performance gain of approximately

10%.

At this point it must be emphasised again that the presented results were calculated with a constant

friction pressure set to 2 bar; this is a conservative approach. For a low initial chamber pressure

(Pc 30 bar), negligible projectile-barrel friction would result in a 5% larger muzzle velocity.
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5.4 Conclusions

The main conclusions of these investigations are:

- several configurations can be used to realise a velocity of 400 m/s for a 30 kg projectile of 0.3 m

diameter. For example, the following configurations meet the performance requirements, if an

evacuated barrel of 20 m length is used:

- if the initial chamber pressure may be as high as 60 bar, a chamber length of approximately

Lc = 7.5m or larger with Dc = 0.3m with helium as driver gas, or Dc = 0.45 m with air;

- if the maximum chamber pressure is limited to 30 bar, none of the configurations with air as

driver gas realises 400 m/s; for helium as driver gas a gasgun with Lc = 7.5 m and

Dc = 0.6m suffices almost if the projectile friction is negligible; longer chamber lengths are

better.

- a muzzle velocity of 300 rn/s can be realised with almost all of the investigated configurations;

- the configuration of the actual gasgun will depend very strongly on the maximum acceleration

level the projectile can withstand, since this also limits the initial chamber pressure.
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6 GASGUN

Basically, a gasgun consists of a gas storage tank, a valve mechanism, and a launch tube or barrel.

These and related subjects are discussed below.

6.1 Gas valving

On,. of the major questions in gasgun design concerns the way of switching the gas charge from the

reservoir to the launch tube behind the projectile package. There are numerous valving methods in

use, involving valves, diaphragms, pistons, etc.. Sometimes a single gun employs different, inter-

changeable valve mechanisms [19). For an overview of appropriate gasgun valving techniques we

quote verbatim from Swift in Reference 11.

Three basic techniques, sketched in Figures 6.1-6.3, are currently in use with modern gasgun accel-

erators.

Dual diaohragm

GAS~a U PPLY VENT i e/2

9

/ FRONT

REAR DIAPHRAGM
DIAPW•'AGM

Figure 6.1 Dual diaphragm valve system
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The first technique (Figure 6.1) employs a pair of rupture diaphragms to produce the gas switching

momentarily after a valve has opened. Basically, a reservoir charged to pressure P0 is held ciosed by

the rear diaphragm. The space ahead of this diaphragm is charged to a pressure of P0/2 so that .he

rear diaphragm only "sees" a pressure differential of P 0 /2. The inter diaphragm volume is closed

by the front diaphragm which opens into an area of low gas pressure immediately behind the pay-

load. Thus, the front diaphragm also "sees" a pressure differential of P 0 /2. Each of the diaphragms

is designed to tear open to form petals when exposed to a gas pressure differential of approximate-

ly 0.6 P 0 . Thus, the situation is stable since both diaphragms see a pressure differential of 0.5 P 0 .

The situation is destabilized by venting the volume between the diaphragms to atmosphere. The rear

diaphragm experiences a rapidly rising pressure differential and bursts when the pressure across it

exceeds 0.6 P 0 . The action results in the entire reservoir pressure being applied to the front dia-

phragm which promptly bursts, thereby switching the reservoir gas directly into the launch tube

behind the payload to begin the main launch cycle.

This dual diaphragm valving arrangement is preferred when maximum launch velocities are

sought since the resulting channel between the reservoir and the launch tube is as free from obstruc-

tions as ever occurs. A distinct disadvantage of the dual-diaphragm system is that two precisely fab-

ricated diaphragms must be sacrificed for each firing (but see section 6.2). Also, the structure hold-

ing the diaphragms in place must be disassembled between firings: the expended diaphragms must

be removed; new diaphragms must be installed; and the assembly must be reinstalled before the next

gun firing. Another problem with dual-diaphragm valving is that it subjects projectile payloads to

nearly instantaneous application of maximum acceleration which is useful for obtaining maximum

velocities with light projectiles but which produces launch cycles with very high jerk levels. Such cy-

cles may be expected to inject significant shock energy into launched payloads.
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Basic regenerative valve

VENT VALVE VENT
INE PAYL'OAD LUPPOPT

VPA fPA
PLUG BPEECH

WRAPo ARDLJND
GAS RECSRWIR

Figure 6.2 Basic regenerative valve system.

The second valving technique sketched in Figure 6.2 uses an entirely different switching concept

that requires no expendable parts. The payload is mounted in the launch tube to cover four holes in

the launch tube wall that connect the bore volume with a surrounding "wrap-around" reservoir.

Each of the holes has a diameter of one launch tube radius so, together, they have a cross-sectional

area equal to that of the launch tube. A substantial segment of launch tube behind the payload is

closed with a screw breech which contains a conical fore-body that engages the rear surface of the

payload when the breech is closed. Once the model is in its firing position and the breech is closed,

the reservoir is filled with the high pressure gas charge.

The gun is fired by opening a small tube between the reservoir and the breuch which allows gas to

be admitted slowly into the lau.'nch tube volume behind the projectile. Gas pressure br;' I up eases

the projectile package forward until its rear edge begins to open the four large holes toei- :en the

reservoir and the launch tube bore. Gas then flows rapidly into the launch tube behind the projec-

tile: projectile acceleration increases; the projectile moves forward to open the holes completely; and

the launch cycle is commenced.

I;
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This arrangement has several distinct advantages over the dual diaphragm valving. First, no parts

are expended to trigger the launch which aids operational economy and simplifies between-shot

preparations. Second, the launch tube bore space behind the model can be used effectively to mitigate

the onset of peak launch package acceleration (reduces the jerk level of the launch profile). This

space must be filled before peak acceleration is applied to the launch package. Shockwaves which

might be produced in this space and transferred to the model base are attenuated or even eliminated

by the central cone which disperses waves in the early behind-projectile volume. A disadvantage of

the basic regenerative valve arrangement is that gas must pass through multiple holes between the

reservoir and launch tube and turn 900 before being applied to the launch package base. Resulting

turbulence tends to reduce launch efficiencies slightly. This tendency becomes progressively more se-

vere as higher launch velocities are attempted which effectively eliminates regeneratively valved guns

from attempts to reach very high muzzle velocities. Another proble'- with simple regeneration valv-

ing is that the projectile package must seal the access holes efficiently and must bear substantial

compressive loads. Both of these factors can serve to limit flexibility of simple regeneratively valved

gasguns.

Separate oiston regenerative valve

O-RING WRAP AROUND
SE At.$ SCAS RESERVOIR

\\

PLUJG BREECk.

VALVE PISTON

Figure 6.3 Separate piston regenerative valve system

'II
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The third technique, shown in Figure 6.3, is similar to the regenerative valve system depicted

in 6.2 except that a separate valve piston is used t - control gas flow through the holes between the

reservoir and the launch tube, rather than the payload itself. The piston engages 0-ring seals just

upstream and downstream from the holes. Occasionally, payload designs cannot be made to seal the

reservoir/bore openings. Other payloads have walls too structurally weak to sustain radial compres-

sion by launch pressure without being crushed.

The valve system is triggered by drawing the valve piston rearward until its forward face starts to

open the reservoir/bore holes. (No mechanism for producing this motion is shown in Figure 6.3.)

The piston is then driven rearward violently as the valve opens completely and the launch cycle is

begun by gas pressure being applied to the rear face of the payload. A payload support cone similar

to the one shown in Figure 6.2 may be used between the valve piston and the payload to reduce jerk

levels of the launch cycles. Meanwhile, the valve piston is driven violently enough into the vented

plug breech to cause substantial damage if its stopping is not cushioned (a typical design might pro-

duce 16 KJ of impact energy). This energy may be absorbed by a length of tubing made from duc-

tile metal (as shown in Figure 6.3). The metal is deformed by the impact so that the tube's inner di-

ameter shrinks while its outer diameter enlqrges. Typically, five to twenty firings can be conducted

safely with a single energy absorber before it must be replaced. Replacement costs are generally nom-

inal.

This valving arrangement shares at least most of the advantages of the basic regenerative valve de-

scribed above, with the slight exception that an inexpensive semi-expendable item must be replaced

periodically. The piston valve design has the distinct advantage that it puts fewer limitations upon

the design of the projectile payload package than does the classic design. Of course, the piston valve

design shares the disadvantage with the basic regenerative design that it is inapplicable for attempts

to achieve ultimate projectile launch velocities. The jerk level of the resultant launch may be con-

trolled both by adjusting the initial position of the projectile and by choosing one of various valve

pistons with different masses. Also, the jerk level may be further reduced by fine tuning the shape of

the holes in the launch tube wall.

About performance limitations caused by using regenerative valves, such limitations do, indeed, ex-

ist but they only manifest themselves when the guns are operated at or near their maximum veloc-

ity capability (somewhat over 1.0 km/sec for the case of guns operating with helium driver gas). At

velocities of 400 m/sec and below, single-stage helium gasguns using regenerative valves may be
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expected to operate at virtually identical efficiencies with similar ones using dual-diaphragm valve

configurations.

(Here ends the quote from Reference 11.)

6.2 The dual rupture diaphragm

The PML has considerable experience with rupture diaphragms. They have been applied mostly in

shock tubes, but have also been used in small gasguns. Valuable, additional information was ob-

tained from ISL.

The 19 cm gasgun at ISL, described in section 1.4, is built around a dual rupture diaphragm con-

struction. Construction drawings of the ISL diaphragm cassette were kindly made available to the

PML [20], and are reproduced in Figure 6.4. While of course prone to generating the high jerk lev-

els typical of a diaphragm arrangement, the low cost ISL design is both simple and flexible.

Rather than having two precision diaphragms tailored to the specific reservoir pressure, each of the

diaphragms consists of a large number of cellulose-acetate foils. The required number of foils in-

creases linearly with the desired operating pressure. This multiple-foil set-up has proven very reli-

able at pressures up to 150 bar, and reproducibility is reputed to be excellent (1 to 1.5 O/o in muzzle

velocity) [14].

r JOO.,in,

P fek.nu, OKM-Al

Figure 6.4 Dual diaphragm cassette (from ISL)
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To verify this, the PML blast simulator has been used to test multiple 30 cm diameter mylar foils

of varying thickness. These experiments are described in Appendix B. The results indeed testify to

the linear behaviour of the foil packages, their larger diameter notwithstanding.

The experiments also demonstrated that some foil fragments tend to break off when the diaphragm

ruptures (as opposed to pre-scored diaphragms). This is expected to present no particular problem.

However, the improvised set-up proved incapable of holding the diaphragm foils reliably in place

at 25 bar. While the ISL arrangement should do better, this phenomenon merits special attention.

6.3 Gas tank assembly

Given the tank volume and maximum driver gas pressure derived in Chapter 5, tank design in it-

self poses no problem. It is, however, dependent on the valve mechanism selected to release the driver

gas. Additionally, some provision must be made for loading the projectile into the launch tube.

In-line tank

Dual-diaphragm guns, as in Figure 6.1, are awkward to load with large projectiles since the reser-

voir tank takes up the space immediately behind the launch tube. The tank has to be moved to the

rear over the full length of the projectile, typically at least 1-1.5 m, thus opening the rear of the

launch tube for loading. The tank support assembly in Figure 6.5 has been equipped with wheels,

rolling on floormounted rails. This set-up is also able to take up all recoil motion.

Conversely, a much smaller lateral movement would suffice to clear the launch tube, but recoil mo-

tion, if any, would have to be taken up by another means.

..... ...... ............ ..... .............. i, l

Figure 6.5 Gas tank support structure for dual-diaphragm gasgun, with provision for axial
movement to clear the launch tube for loading
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Capped-breech tank

In the radial valve regenerative designs of Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the gas reservoir surrounds the

launch tube, which has an opening at the rear. The gun is loaded by removing the valve plug from

this opening and inserting a projectile package into the launch tube bore some distance downstream

from the reservoir connection holes. A slight step in the bore diameter just downstream from the

holes allows the projectile package to be moved past the holes and their seals without difficulty. The

valve slug is then reinserted to block the openings between the bore and the gas reservoir. Next, a

breech is screwed closed across the upstream end of the launch tube. A relatively simple tank support

assembly incorporating rollers to accommodate the recoil motion, suffices in this case. Figure b.b il-

lustrates this.

More complicated, and even leafier, versions of the regenerative valve mechanism are conceivable,

as well. For these, disconnecting the task from the barrel, and moving it either rearward or to the

side in its entirety, might be preferable to the set-up described earlier.

VAt VI

MA-AIn -

CA [ rWI " 1"a IM SIGWO1 KISS" -JPtl
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Figure 6.6 Gas tank support structure for capped-breech gasgun, with rollers allowing recoil
motion 120]
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6.4 Safety catch

When opting for a rupture diaphragm construction, it would seem that some sort of safety mecha-

nism is in order. During the time required to fill the gas reservoir and prepare for the warhead test,

the diaphragms are subject to a pressure some 20% beneath the rupture threshold. This pressure

also acts against the clamping force holding the diaphragms in place. If the diaphragms were to let

go, the projectile would be launched prematurely. While not necessarily constituting a safety hazard,

this would entail the loss of warhead and target.

Such an incident may be prevented by locking the projectile package in place during the launch

preparations. The construction in Figure 6.7 consists of four hydraulically operated arrester pins or

catches, moving radially in 0-ring sealed holes in the wall of the launch tube. The catches abut

against the front face of the pusher plate during the critical preparation phase and are withdrawn

prior to the launch. In the case of diaphragm failure the pusher plate is bound to Sustain some

damage, but the projectile package should remain in place. A gas release valve in the tank will be

part of the safety system.

....... ... . -. .. ..'. ...

Figure 6.7 Hydraulically operated safety catch mechanism to secure the payload in case of
premature diaphragm failure
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6.5 Launch tube

Launch tube segments

The launch tube has a bore diameter of 30 cm. It consists of a number of separate segments, typi-

cally 5 m in length, with a carefully honed bore. The segments may be interconnected with

boss/receptacle joints held together by a flange/bolt arrangement (Figure 6.8) or by right-hand/left-

hand threaded collars. Dowel-pin/hole arrangements within each joint prevent misalignment, rota-

tional or otherwise.

Barrel zrooves

As explained in Chapter 2, it is imperative to prevent the projectile from rotating during launch. In

smooth-bore guns, rotations are often caused by spiral micro-scratches in the bore wall, gas blow-by

along curved paths, etc. This can be prevented by straight grooves cut into the bore wall surface.

To inhibit gas blow-by around the projectile, which tends to produce variations in projectile veloci-

ties, the launch tube should be grooved very shallowly (0.1-0.2 mm deep by 3-4 mm wide) at, say,

four orthogonal angular locations. A smaller number of grooves might suffice as well, and present

less of a manufacturing problem. A soft plastic gas obturator at the rear of the projectile would de-

form sufficiently under gas pressure to engage the grooves. A small external flare at the rear of the

obturator assures that full groove engagement is produced by the projectile loading process.

The function of the obturator disk in engaging the grooves, could in principle also be filied by

several plastic plugs under spring pressure, incorporated into the rim of the launch vehicle 122].

F 6

Figure 6.8 Flange/bolt connection between launch tube segments
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By way of alternative a "wedge" could be screwed (or perdaps glued) in place along the bore wall of

the launch tube. It must be held strongly enough to survive interaction with the projectile. Also, gas

leakage will be hard to prevent.

This leads to a preference for a grooved launch tube. Since only very shallow grooves are required,

it should prove possible to produce all grooves in one pass by pulling a honing device through the

tube sections by brute force.

Gas release holes

Equipping the launch tube with a series of holes in the launch tube wall near its muzzle end will al-

low the driver gas to escape radially away, so that it does not interact with the projectile after launch.

This should suppress any launch instability. In addition, it would lessen the blast associated with

the gas emitted by the gasgun.

Barrel evaluation

In Chapter 5, evacuating the barrel in front of the prolectile was seen to improve gasgun perfor-

mance to a measurable degree. This should not be construed to mean that a high or even a perfect

vacuum is required. A relatively simple sealing and pumping arrangement should suffice to reap

most of the benefits of barrel evacuation.

A thin sealing diaphragm would not affect the projectile package. Any gas release holes in the

launch tube would present a complicating factor however. In effect, it would be desirable to plug up

these holes with one-directional valves.

6.6 Launch tube supports

In view of the gasgun's length, and also from the standpoint of disassembly and storage, the indi-

vidual gun segments are each supported on their own steel support.

The supports are clamped to the range tie-down rail assembly and are held in more-or-less precise

position with pairs of dowel pins which engage holes through the support and into the tie-down

rails. Final alignment is by means of adjustablý roller supports for the launch tube as shown in

Figure 6.9.
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t).7(Gun recoil unit

Gasgun recoil wvill he s'Ubstantial. TIhe inl1pulse Is, effectively equal to the mas, of the projectile pack-

age times its velocity. A small addjitional amiount (below 2.o",) i produced by the gas movement

For a circularly symmetric gun, this recoil impulse isý directed rearward precisely along gthe gun

axis. The gun, moving rearward along its mount at a velocity near Im. rn/see, is stopped with hy-

draulic shock absorbers, Thle bodies of two shock absorbers i~re affixed to the gun structure so that

their plungers point rearward on opposite sides of thle launch tube with their ends accurately oppo-

site one-another. rwistin,- impulses then cancel each other to produce nearly ztero net transverse im-

pulse. The %hock absorbers come into play only when the projectile package has cleared the muzzle.

Thus, the impulsive forces accelerating and decelerating the gun both produce only axial forces.

Tiny transverse impulse% produced by non-ideality are: effectively overcome by the gun weight which

presses the gun down onto its rolle. mounts. Lightly-built hoops over the roller mount tube sup-

ports (as in Figure IS.(), while not strictly necessary, provide convenient means for restraining axial
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tube motion when the gun mount is disassembled. In addition, it may be advisable to constrain the

muzzle of the gun strongly against transverse motion because of its proximity to warhead blasts.

The recoil suppression unit of Figure 6.10 is mounted on the launch tube segment containing the

launcher muzzle. The launch tube is stressed in tension, and not in compression which might cause

it to buckle. The recoil suppresser currently in use on the PML 76 mm powder gun consists of a

pair of hydraulic shock absorbers mounted on a disk clamped tightly around the launch tube. The

rearward facing plungers engage vertical surfaces of a braced structure attached to range tie-down

rails. In order to providL a safety margin in case of shock absorber failure, each shock absorber is

rated sufficiently strong to safely stop the gun on its own.

In a different approach, a rigid mounting structure would transfer the recoil forces directly to the

range floor. Since the launch tube as such experiences no recoil forces, the breech end of the gun

recommends itself for the massive mounting structure.

While some preliminary design work has been performed in this area, a more detailed evaluation of

both recoil forces and floor strength would be required, if this option were to he pursued further.

FI 6 10 R

Figure 6.1l0 Recoil suppression unit, with dual shock absorbers
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6.8 Gas delivery system

The gasgun needs a remotely operated gas delivery system to charge the driver gas reservoir to pre-

scribed pressure levels. Commercial cylinders offer the most convenient (and for helium the only)

source of supply. A compressor, while conceivable for air as the driver gas, would be both expen. i.e

and slow (perhaps even to the point of incompatibility with a diaphragm valving arrangement). It

might be worthwhile, though, to employ a small compressor to fill any air cylinders. Cost, which is

related to the number of firings over a given period, is the determining factor here.

One aspect of operating the gasgun on compressed air merits further consideration. Compressed air,

in combination with oil, grease, or organic material, could give rise to an explosive mixture. The

concentration levels which this would occur, as well as measured to prevent contamination in the

first place, need to be investigated.

Remote location for the cylinders would protect the facility from damage if one of them were rup-

tured during facility operation. Lastly, given the substantial amount of driver gas involved in each

firing, the :ring range should be ventilated thoroughly when using any other gas than air, before

personnel are allowed to enter.

6.9 The complete gasgun

The various components discussed above have been combined into a complete system in Figu-

re 6.11, which pictures the contemplated gasgun within the firing range of the LBO. It should be

noted that the gasgun, as described in this chapter, stops just short of the entrance to the target

bunker; there it connects to the guidance section of Chapter 8.
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Figure 6.11 Gasgun system with gas reservoir, launch tube, and recoil suppresser within the
firing range of the PML Laboratory for Ballistic Research

6.10 Design options

There is no doubt that a gasgun along the lines of Fig. 6.11 is capable of launching the required

projectile mass at the required velocities. It is only when the presently intangible criterion of allow-

able acceleration limits is considered, that additional design decisions are in order.

Generally speaking, a launch tube of greater length will result in a reduction in the initial accelera-

tion levels. This reduction is rather limited though, and certainly not proportional to the increase in

tube length (and cost). The need ,* containing the gasgun in the present firing tunnel imposes a

definite upper limit on tube length.

The use of helium rather than air offers a more effective way of reducing peak acceleration levels.

Helium's high sound speed gives it a more efficient acceleration profile, thereby increasing the aver-

age acceleration level and allowing lower peak accelerations. However, this implies a larger gas

reservoir as well as higher operating costs.
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A reduction in jerk levels can be achieved by opting for regenerative valving techniques in preference

to dual-diaphragm valves. According to Swift [23], the jerk levels associated with acceleration of a

missile in its actual launcher can be matched during launches from the contemplated gasgun, pro-

vided the gun is designed carefully. More in particular, the captured-piston triggering system can be

made to achieve sufficiently low jerk levels through a judicious choice of the piston mass and the

shape of the holes connecting the launch tube and the surrounding gas reservoir.

It is important to note, that dual-diaphragm valve technology cannot in itself be used to adjust jerk

levels over any reasonable range. Possibly, though, a honeycomb buffer could be employed to shield

the warhead payload, as discussed in the next chapter. (A similar technique could of course be em-

ployed in conjunction with regenerative valving.) In addition, a small buffer space between the

launch vehicle and the diaphragm closest to it, would have a jerk-reducing effect.

(Replacing the gas reservoir by a gas generator, loaded with a propellant grain dimensioned to

maintain a constant driving pressure behind the projectile, might constitute the ultimate solution to

any acceleration problems. Such a system would in theory be capable of keeping the maximum ac-

celeration down to the level of the average acceleration. Likewise, it could provide for a very soft and

controlled launch initiation phase, thereby obviating any jerk-related concerns. Unfortunately, both

the design and operation of such a system would be rather more complicated and costly than for the

gas-rescrvoir gun under consideration. Incidentally, the latter type of gun is also known as a "pre-

burned propellant gun".)
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7 LAUNCH VEHICLE

When propelling a payload through the gasgun's launch tube, a launch vehicle or payload carrier is

required. In the context of dynamic warhead tests, the launch vehicle has to fulfil two primary func-

tions, and several secondary ones. At the same time the launch vehicle represents a parasitic weight

which should be kept to a minimum,

First of all a gas seal is required to keep the high pressure driver gas from blowing by the missile

payload. Secondly, the payload must generally be prevented from coming into contact with the

launch tube. Essentially, the launch vehicle has to play thL. role of both pusher plate and sabot.

In addition it or the missile itself must supply a platform for electrical contacts to connect the mis-

sile's detonators to the firing circuitry. For this reason and others that have been mentioned, the roll

orientation of the missile needs to be fixed. Lastly as will be explained below, the launch vehicle

may even be configured so as to reduce jerk levels.

7.1 Launch vehicle design

The simplest form of launch vehicle supposes two bearing surfaces, or disks. Its desig, further de-

pends on the length and weight of the payload in question. For a short payload, the launch vehicle

could take the shape of a piston-like construction, consisting of two disks connected by a central tube

as sketched in Figure 7.1. For strength, or more importantly, rigidity, additional braces might prove

necessaty.

For larger payloads, which would exert c,-'!derable torque on the above type of launch vehicle, a

pusher plate/sabot combination, again with any interconnecting braces required, would be prefer-

able. Again, refer to Figure 7.1 for details.
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Figure 7.1

7.2 Pusher plate with obturator

A pusher plate that is made fairly strong will stand up to thz gas pressure and provide a means for

attaching the projectile, as well. Since metal-on-metal contact between the launch tube and the

pusher plate is on general principle to be avoided, the pusher plate can either be fabricated from a

plastic material or be equipped with a driving band (both thermohardening!). At ISL and also at

the PML teflon has been used for driving bands. Teflon is a clear ablator, which turns to gas rather

than leave a reside in the gun bore. Coating the pusher plate with teflon is also an option.

To form an effective obturation seal, any obturator material must be fairly soft. It can take the form

of a separate disk attached to the rear of the pusher plate proper. A slight flare on the obturator en-

gages the straight rifling lands of the launch tube. When the obturator material is forced into the

corresponding straight grooves, this prohibits projectile packages from rotating during the launch

cycles.

Alternatively, an obturator proper could be dispensed with. It constitutes a complication, the more so

since its material properties conceivably might require tuning depending on the driving pressure.

Also, any gas blow-by would to some extent be compensated by reduced bore friction.
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A mount is needed to attach the missile to the pusher plate. Its configuration will depend on the

missile in question. In its most simple form it could take the shape of a cylindrical receptacle, as

used e.g. at MICOM for the TOW 2A warhead (241. This feature and others have been sketched in
Figure 7.2. pusher plate teflonring 93269-7.2

obturator disk

Figure 7.2 Detail of the pusher plate, with obturator disk, driving band, and missile mount

7.3 Jerk reduction

Depending on the structural limitations of the missile payload, it may be worthwhile to further re-

duce the applied jerk levels, in addition to any reductions achieved through the use of regenerative

valving systems. This could be accomplished by interposing a honeycomb buffer between missile

and pusher plate. Basically, honeycomb crushes at pressure levels that are independent of loading

rate. Thus the rate at which acceleration is applied to the missile can be controlled, within limits.

Honeycomb structures (though of far greater strength) are routinely applied in controlled impact

tests [4, 251.

A buffer will cause a reduction in the maximum acceleration level as well. However, since no great

length is available for the buffer, the room for improvement in this area is limited. On the other

hand, the initial high acceleration levels are of relatively short duration. Preliminary simple calcu-
lations have yielded a reduction of 25% in the maximum acceleration level, for a buffer having a

10 cm crushing zone. For every further decrease in payload acceleration, a disproportionally larger
buffer length would be required. Jerk reduction is bound to remain the main benefit of buffering.
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7.4 Sabot

For any but short and relatively light projectiles, the projectile will have to be supported in the gun

bore during launch. The most convenient way of doing this is by means of a sabot or slipper ring

surrounding the missile at some point along its length. Referring to Figure 7.2 of possible missile

configurations, the exact location of the sabot must depend on the missile's layout. Extreme care

must be taken that the sabot does not affect the operation of any of the charges involved. This

strongly militates against positioning the sabot directly next to a charge. In addition it seems desir-

able to minimise the sabot's effect, if any, on the properties (vibrational, and otherwise) of the mis-

sile structure.

The sabot should be as light as possible. Again there should be no metal-on-metal contact with the

bore wall. We have been advised to consider cloth phenolic [26]. The sabot could be clamped, bolted,

and/or glued to the outer skin of the missile. Also, some sort of support structure connecting the

sabot to the pusher plate might be considered (compare Figure 9.5). In the latter configuration, the

sabot could then serve to remedy a structural weakness of the missile in question.

7.5 Electrical contacts

The final requirement governing the design of the launch vehicle concerns the electrical contact

which is to be established between missile and firing circuitry. This subject will be dealt with sepa-

rately, in Chapter 9.

7.6 Warhead preparation

On the question of a missile-warhead being able to withstand the acceleration during launch, the

answer is that some may need to be strengthened in some way. This strengthening can almost cer-

tainly be limited to the overall structure of the warhead, since individual components such as explo-

sive charges should be robust enough to withstand peak gun-launch acceleration levels with ease.

Relatively delicate electronic components will be rendered non-functional anyway.

The load-bearing interface between missile and pusher plate, in particular, merits close attention.

The thin outer skin of a missile might well, by itself, prove incapable of sustaining the acceleration

forces generated during a launch. Finite element calculations, e.g. with the Ballistics section's

Autodyn code, could be expected to provide some information on this.

The installation of whatever sort of bracing calls for very careful consideration, at least where the

warhead section proper is concerned. Anything that might influence the functioning of the charges

must be avoided. The same applies to the removal of non-essential components.
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8 GUIDANCE SECTION

In order to prevent the forward launch tube sections from being destroyed or damaged on a regular

basis, an expendable guidance section is needed to guide the projectiles safely and reliably to the tar-

get. A rail system would seem most suitable for the purpose. (This, of course, presupposes the neces-

sity of the guiding function, which has been examined in Chapter 2.)

8.1 Guiderails

The objectives in designing a guiderail system are threefold. First, the rails must guide the projectile

package effectively but without damaging it. Second, the launch tube may not be damaged, either by

impulse transmitted by the disintegrating guiding system or by the rails themselves. And last, since

we are dealing with (semi-)expendable components, manufacturing costs must be kept as low as

possible, but without sacrificing the necessary precision.

Before anything else, it must be decided where the rail system will take over from the launch tube.

From the point of view of handling and dismantling the launch tube sections, there are numerous

advantages in limiting the tube's overall length to the firing tunnel. Also, by keeping the launch

tube out of the target bunker, it will be less likely to come to harm from blast and fragments. This

implies a rail system of some i0m length, as was pictured in Figure 6.11.

I I

Figure 8.1 Rail system, guiding the projectile over the last few m to the target

Figure 8.1 shows a possible 4-rail guiding system. The forward sabot and the pusher plate constitute

the bearing surfaces of the projectile package. The rails consist of several sections which are bolted
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together. They are supported on weldments clamped to the target bunker tie-down rail assembly, as

depicted in the figure.

A trough-like support structure could provide an alternative means of guiding the projectile. An ad-

ditional hold-down rail would have to serve as a safeguard against any tipping or lifting tendencies

of the projectile.

The length of the guidance section (10 m) suggests configuring it in two separate segments. An

elastic connection or even an airspace between the two segments would probably allow the one far-

thest away from the explosions to have a semi-permanent character. The projectile should have no

trouble jumping a small gap, if the rails, etc., are configured accordingly, i.e. slightly funnel-

shaped.

Given the short time it will take regular projectiles to traverse the guidance section (some tens of

ms), it seems superfluous to provide a positive inhibition against projectile rotation.

8.2 Rail materials

To protect the launch tube, it is advisable to have nc fixed connection hetween it and the guiderails.

That way, no impulse will be transmitted directly by the rails to the tube's muzzle. This also serves

the purpose of decoupling the guiderails from the gasgun's recoil motion, if any. Again, jumping the

gap should present no problem to the projectile, especially if the gas pressure behind it has been bled

off through radial holes in the launch tube.

The guiderails should be made of a material presenting no risk to either the muzzle or the bore of

the launch tube. In a nightmare scenario, a rail could conceivably be thrown into the launch tube,

damaging the bore all the way upstream to the gas reservoir. This effectively rules out metal rails.

Plastic rails would be more satisfactory, but could still transmit dangerously large impulses. A

frangible material might be best of all. The use of carbon epoxy or polystyrene or even glass tubing

has been suggested [271. The latter material practically turns to dust when subjected to shock waves

(perhaps constituting a health risk?). Filling the glass tubes with water or sand provides a means of

increasing their mass.

A moat promising candidate material for the guidance section appears to be wood. Wood is relatively

inexpensive and easy to handle. Also. it may be expected to disintegrate into splinters, with little

danger to the gasgun.
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While dimensional stability is a possible area of concern, properly cured wood would probably prove

sufficiently stable, especially if prepared not too long in advance.

Figure 8.2 shows the target bunker and part of the firing tunnel with the guiderail system in place,

in more detail than Figure 6.11. We point out that the final section of the guiderail system must be

integrated with the contact section which is to provide an interface to the firing circuit. This is dis-

cussed in the next chapter.

-w o.....................

Figure 8.2 Rail system, guiding the projectile over the last few m to the target
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9 FIRING CIRCUIT

In designing the firing equipment, the premise is that the electrical energy for detonating the

charges is best provided by an external source, if only for safety reasons (Chapter 2). The firing cir-

cuit must allow detonating two charges: the first generally at a fixed distance from the target, the

second a fixed time interval after the first. As explained earlier, warhead tests require extensive diag-

nostics, and the diagnostic functions must be closely co-ordinated with those of the firing equip-

ment.

Establishing electrical contact between firing circuitry in the laboratory and detonators aboard

launched projectiles, requires that two conducting surfaces be brought together at high velocity. In

the present set-up, the problem is alleviated by two fortunate circumstances. First, the combinaticr

of a rifled gasgun barrel and a separate guidance section ensures that both the orientation and the

position of the projectile are accurately fixed. And second, by using guiderails over the last part of

the projectile's trajectory the side surfaces of projectile packages are exposed.

9.1 Possible means of firing warheads

In Reference 5 four knife blades are used for transferring power to a rocket sled, two for each war-

head's circuit. See Figure 9.1 of the rocket sled assembly. (An additional knife blade is used to cut a

foil make/break switch to provide a time fiducial when the precursor has reached the proper stand-

off from the target.) As the sled approaches the target, the four knife blades cut into the metal gauze

screens of screen boxes, positioned to the left and right of the track. ThL screen boxes are connected

to capacitive discharge units which fire first the precursor warhead and then the main warhead.

Knife Blades

Knife Blades-/

Figure 9.1 Rocket sled assembly, using knife blades (two per warhead charge) to transfer power
to the sled [5]

Br

V
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Various alternative ways of firing warheads are conceivable, which dispense with direct electrical

contacts. Among these are induction coupling and pulsed microwave radiation.

Yet another approach would consist of using a direct contact to fire the first detonator, while at the

same time shock charging a capacitor aboard the launch vehicle. A time delay circuit aboard the

vehicle could then discharge this capacitor across the second detonator at the correct time [30].

No matter how elegant, all of these methods have their disadvantages. Partly these have a practical

background, partly they are based on safety considerations, and partly they centre on the perceived

necessity of an extensive (and costly) development program.

For reasons like these, which will not be discussed in detail, the choice has ultimately fallen on a

variant of the straightforward method of Figure 9.1.

9.2 Brush electrical contacts

The preferred electrical contact method takes the form of flexible brushes engaging solid contactors,

with multiple charges of course requiring multiple brush sets.

The brush (having metallic bristles and of course a metallic handle as well) is mounted with its

body out of the contactors path but with the tips of the metallic bristles extending a short distance

inwards. The contactor would intercept the tips of dozens-to-hundreds of individual bristles, complet-

ing the electrical circuit which allows the charge to be fired.

Brushes appear to offer several advantages over sod, sliding contacts. Among these is a smaller

likelihood of bounce-back effects, especially when contact is first established, but also at later times.

In addition, brushes are less sensitive to small deviations from the planned projectile path; that is to

say, they allow larger tolerances.

Contact o *on

The queswion is whether the brushes should be mounted stationary in the laboratory with the solid

contactor mounted on the projectile or vice-versa. Also, whether extendible brushes should be consid-

ered, etc. Some of the available brush-contactor options are:

- Projectile mounted contactors contacting stationary brushes whose bristles extend slightly inside

the bore-diameter-size opening between the rails (Figure 9.2). This appears to be the most simple

solution.

- Extendible projectile mounted brushes contacting stationary contactors outside the bore diameter.

The brushes must extend quickly (10 ms?) and reliably, and preferably lock into position to as-

sure solid contact with the rigid contactors. (Figure 9.3 shows a system along these lines using

-4
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sliding solid contacts.) Lack of simplicity and doubts about reliability make this seem a less-

than-ideal set-up.

- Non-extendable projectile mounted brushes .ontacting stationary contactors inside the bore dia-

meter. This offers less flexibility than the first option: the firing sequence must have been com-

pleted by the time that the pusher plate arrives at the location of the first contactor.

0D
Figure 9.2 Stationary brushes contacting projectile mounted contactors. The springs providing

contact pressure are probably an unnecessary embellishment.

Figure 9.3 Projectile mounted, extendible solid contacts

jl
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An additional distinction can be made with respect to the duration of the contact between the brush

and the rigid contactor, which can be either very brief or more prolongued:

- A simple brush and a small solid contactor offer a firing mode, where completion of the electric

circuit automatically fires the detonator. Relatively simple firing equipment will suffice, but with

a corresponding lack in flexibility. The timing of the charges is determined by the position of the

contacts along their trajectoty (Figure 9.4). In most cases, this would seem entirely appropriate

for at least the precursor charge.

- An extended contact rail instead of a small contactor prolongs the contact with the brush, allow-

ing controlled timing of the charges. The price for this increased flexibility is greater mechanical

and electronic complexity. The contact rail may be either projectile mounted or stationary, with

stationary rails offering more constructive freedom.

- In principle it is also possible to have a brush of extended length in combination with a small

solid contactor. ihis would obviate any detrimental effects of prolonged mechanical contact on

individual bristles. Also, the bristles actually involved in conducting the detonating current,

would be mechanically supported by a great many surrounding bristles.

snL ID
rLECIPICAI-
CflNTAC I

STAIIONARY BRUSH"
ELE.(:CTRICAL CONTACIS -

(fXPENDABLI)

BORE GUIDE
RINGS

PAY LO(AD

PROJE•1IE | GUIflANCF
RAILS (LXPLNDATLE)

Figure 9.4 Triggering system where a charge is fired when a stationary brush contacts a
contactor on the projectile package, thus completing the circuit [131
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Construction matters

Both the pusher plate and the sabot supporting the projectile in the bore offer a mounting surface for

brushes or rigid contactors. While the sabot can be skeletonized to provide passage for either contac-

tors or brushes, the pusher plate must at all times assure a good gas seal. In addition, any suppc-:

construction for the front sabot can be configured to provide a ready-made set of contact rails.

As to the comparisor. between flexible brushes and solid sliding contacts, the latter need to be under

spring pressure, complicating both design and construction. For the same reasons any kind of ex-

tendible contacts on the projectile package would be at a disadvantage. Figure 9.5 shows a possible

design for a sliding brush contact, where contact pressure is assured by a spring.

In all cases the brushes and the corresponding solid contacts or contact rails would be mounted at

separate predetermined angular locations around the projectile's circumference. For tandem charges

requiring double ignition, the second set of brushes would be at a second position along the trajec-

tory.

93269-9.5

contact rail

•1 

co nta ct brush 
C.,,•

Figure 9.5 Brush contact under spring pressure
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Of course, the extent of the development program required for a given contact configuration depends

on its complexity. This is why, in general, the simplest option would obviously be best. In this

connection, it is fortunate that the Pulse Physics group has considerable expertise in the area of high

speed electrical contacts.

Lastly, a specific missile would probably impose various constraints on the available contact op-

tions. However, from the above discussion it would seem that there are no insurmountable difficul-

ties to be expected. Figure 9.6 gives an example of what a launch vehicle with contact rails doubling

as sabot supports might look like.

93269-9.6

Figure 9.6 Launch vehicle with contact rails between pusher plate and forward sabot
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9.3 Firing circuit

From the point of view of the firing circuitry, we will explore the firing mode where a contact rail or

brush of some length provides maximum flexibility in the timing of the charges. In this connection

it hardly matters whether the contact rail is stationary or projectile mounted, although extremely

long stationary rails would affect the characteristics of the firing circuit. The alternative simple fir-

ing mode where completion of the circuit automatically discharges the firing capacitors, makes far

fewer demands on both circuitry design and electronics. The following is a summary of an internal

report [251 of the Pulse Physics group.

Circuitry options

Two firing circuits have been considered. They have numerous elements in common and differ only

in the flexibility provided in the firing of the two charges. The second proposal constitutes a cost-sav-

ing alternative to the first.,

A diagram of the first, more intelligent, circuit is given in Figure 9.7. Two transducers measure the

projectile velocity. Based on the result, a smart trigger unit (STU) determines the firing time and,

hence, the firing location of the first, precursor charge. A delay generator allows setting the delay be-

tween the precursor charge and the main charge to any desired vale. The output signals of the

STU and the delay generator, respectively, trigger two pulse forming networks (PFN's) providing

the pulse to fire the detonators.

At present, there appears to be no reason, why velocity dependent triggering should offer any advan-

tages over the more direct method employed in the second circuit (other, perhaps, than keeping the

transducer(s) out of harm's way).

,4
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Figure 9.7 Block diagram of the firing circuit with Smart Trigger Unit; see the text for details

The second circuit, in Figure 9.8, differs from the first only in the absence of the STU. The precur-

sor charge is triggered directly (or possible after a fixed delay provided by an additional delay genera-

tor) by the single remaining transducer. The main charge is again triggered by its delay generator.
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Figure 9.8 Block diagram of the firing circuit without Smart Trigger Unit; see the text for
details

As has been indicated before, the precursor charge in particular might also be fired automatically

upon completion of the firing circuit, doing away with the need for a transducer.

Emer~ngy circuit

There is always a possibility of the main charge failing to detonate. In this case, the presence of an

additional, emergency circuit to fire the main charge, would prevent it from crashing intact into the

backstop, with all that this implies.

In its simplest form, such a safety circuit could consist of two extra brushes at 20 kV, firing the

main charge directly on contact.
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The trigger system serves two functions: detecting the presence of the projectile package when it
passes a fixed position, and generating the trigger pulses for the pulse forming networks (PFN's).

The second function may be performed by the STU and the delay generator. The STU employs an
internal clock to determine the time interval between the start/stop pulses generated by two transduc-
ers, which are a known distance L apart. Subsequently the STU determines the moment that the
projectile package will be at a position k * L from the stop-transducer (with k a preset multiplication

factor). At precisely that moment a trigger pulse is produced.
At projectile velocities around 400 m/s, the accuracy of the STU system (with e.g. L = 0.2 m and a
10 MHz clock) is such that over a distance of up to 4 m the triggering position is accurate to within
1 mm. Of course this assumes that the projectile velocity remains constant. On general principle it
would be best to place the transducers as close to the firing position as possible.

Detecting the passage of the projectile is done by transducers. Two options are available, employing

either a light-gate system or so-called B-dot sensors.
Both the Pulse Physics group and the Ballistics section have an operational fibre-optics light-gate
system. Foi use in the direct vicinity of the exploding charges, the use of cheaper plastic fibres
should be investigated. Otherwise, a non-expendable light gate system could be situated some dis-

tance away.

B-dot sensors, which react to a magnetic field change, are not only generally faster but also much
cheaper. They can therefore be integrated into the firing section. All they require is a magnet at-
tached to the projectile package. Figure 9.9 shows the response of a B-dot sensor to the rapid passage

of a magnet.

In this connection it should be noted that some sort of velocity-measuring system will always be
needed, irrespective of velocity-dependent triggering. Conceivably, transducers could also play a part
in checking the roll orientation of top attack charges.
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Figure 9.9 B-dot sensor response to passage of a magnet

Pulse forming network

Once the pulse forming network (PFN) has been triggered, the moment of initiation of the detona-
tor is determined by the characteristic properties of the detonator and of the tlectric circuit, of which

the detonator is a part.

The detonators must be of the high-voltage exploding bridgewire (EBW) type. These alone offer a
sufficiently fast and reproducible response (on the order of 4s), as opposed to low voltage detonators

using a heating wire (ms).

Measurements have been performed with a Cordin 640R High Energy Pulser and the commonly
used PL438 EBW-detonators. The initiation delay has been determined (6±1 Its for the given net-
work), as well as the voltage and current pulse shapes. The latter have yielded an estimate for the

detonators inductance and resistance.

S!I
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Figure 9. 10 Electrical circuit of the pulse forming network

Subsequently, the pulse forming network required for the dynamic warhead tests has been analysed.

Figure 9.10 shows the pertinent electrical circuit. It comprises the pulsed energy source, symbolised

by the capacitor C and the inductance L; the rail system, modelled by the variable resistance Rr and

the variable inductance Lr, and the detonator characterised by Rd and Ld. All remaining cable and

transition resistance's have been summed up in the general loss-term R1.

A detailed analysis (taking into account a.o. the skindepth of the rail current) indicates that an addi-

tional series-inductance L = lOgH would result in the network's behaviour being largely indepen-

dent of rail size and projectile position. For a capacitor C = 5iF ciiaid ýo VC = 10 kV, the simula-

tion program then shows the current pulse to have the shape of Figure 9. 11. A pulse like this will

reliably initiate the detonator.
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Figure 9.11 Calculated shape of a suitable firing pulse

9.4 Implementation

Contact pressure

The contact pressure between the brushes and the rails decreases when the current begins to flow.

The initial contact pressure must be sufficiently large to compensate for this.

Assuming a rounded rigid contact of appropriate dimensions, and taking into account the hardness

of the rail material and the strength of the current, preliminary calculations indicate that an initial

force of 50 N provides an abundant safety margin. While this effect is considerably harder to evalu-

ate for a flexible brush, no undue surprises are likely.

The two current-conducting rails will also experience the outwardly directed Lorentz force. This is

on the order of 20 N, and should therefore be well within the capability of almost any rail construc-

tion to handle.

cmQ•,ecsnto
Figures 9.7 and 9.8 show how the system components have been divided over the target area, the

instrumentation area, and the control room. This has been dictated by both practical and safety con-

siderations. For obvious reasons most of the components have been placed outsi1- the target bunker.
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The large capacitors of the pulse shaping networks represent a potential hazard, and have therefore

been relegated to the instrumentation area adjoining the target bunker, where no personnel are al-

lowed when a test is in progress. Charging and discharging of the capacitors is done by remote con-

trol from the control room. This is also where all electronic components are located, including both

diagnostic equipment and the firing circuit's trigger unit and delay generator.
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10 BACKSTOP

It has already been emphasised (in Chapter 2), that under no circumstances a shaped charge jet or

explosively formed penetrator can be allowed to hit the wall of the target bunker. In Lase of a mal-

function, the same holds for the undetonated charge. In both cases a fail-safe backstop system is re-

quired. Although somewhat outside the scope of this project, some requirements for such a backstop

system are considered below.

Essentially, any backstop must meet two conditions. It must be correctly situated to intercept the

projectile, and it must be capable of stopping it. These two conditions will be discussed in sequence.

Projectile intercen=

Assuring that the backstop is in the correct position is easy, under the circumstances. It depends on

knowing at all times where the projectile will be. As we have seen, the guiderail system leaves the

projectile only a single degree of freedom, while the grooves in the launch tube fix its roll orientation

(which is highly significant for a top attack charge).

The difference between the direct and top attack modes is that in the latter case the projectile pro-

duced by the charge, and the charge itself, must be stopped separately. (As indicated earlier, a top at-

tack charge will typically be fired sidewards, i.e. horizontally, rather than downwards.)

Stonoing reauirements

The requirements for stopping a shaped charge jet are much more severe than those for stopping a

explosively formed penetrator. The former may penetrate as much as 120 cm of armour steel.

However, given an appropriate safety margin in the target's thickness, the only remaining problem

is to make sure that the target is too big to be missed.

The undetonated charge with the launch vehicle still attached represents a weight of up to 30 kg,

moving at up to 400 m/s (1300 kn/u). On an outdoor firing range a soft deceleration method

might be applied, e.g. by means of a large sandpile as has been used elsewhere. However, within the

confined space of the target bunker the "braking distance" is limited to roughly 4 m. This means

that only a very heavy tbackstop will do. The projectile's energy may be dissipated through friction of
the backstop against the floor, or with the additional help of snubbers, or even an inclining ramp.

The backstop could perhaps even be allowed to abut directly against the rear wall of the target

bunker, Provided that some cushioning material like plywood were present to prevent point loading.
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For a backstop composed of several parts which are assembled in the target bunker, even 15 t would

not be too heavy. This is not unprecedented. At ISL, ramjet projectiles of even larger kinetic energy

(but much smaller weight) are stopped in a catcher consisting of a 5 t cart moving along rails [281.

In the direct attack mode the target array, which may be very heavy in its own right, will generally

be part of the backstop. This means that the undetonated charge may well impact on an oblique

surface. While there is little chance of the charge of the ricochet-ing, it is bound to be deflected, and

the target plates propelled in the opposite direction. A backstop with "closed" sides is therefore indis-

pensable.

There is yet an additional aspect to be considered. On impact the explosive charge is liable to be scat-

tered. The clean-up procedure might be simplified if the backstop were completely enclosed. However,

any interference with either the experiment or the diagnostics should be avoided at all costs. In addi-

tion the backstop will have to be capable of withstanding the explosive force of a successful experi-

ment.

As an aside, we mention the potential problem of, e.g., the pusher plate being hurled against the

wall of the target bunker by the force of the explosion. However, the target bunker's wall is protected

by 2 cm steel plates and should be proof against this.

, 

i
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11 MUZZLE GATE VALVE

During operation of the warhead accelerator system, a number of violent phenomena will take place

in the target bunker. Both the explosion of the warhead and the interaction with the target will pro-

duce fragments and blast.

To protect the gasgun from blast, it has been positioned outside the target bunker, with a guidance

section bridging the gap to the target area. However, conceivably, the gasgun could also be in danger

from fragments.

On the one hand, the probability of a fragment being propelled straight back along the projectile's

trajectory would seem to be very low. Both the large distunce between the gasgun and the explosion

site, and the shielding effect of the launch vehicle behind the warhead, would mitigate against such

an occurrence. On the other hand, if a mishap were to occur, the bore surface of the gasgun, in par-

ticular, would be decidedly vulnerable to fragment damage.

A detailed risk analysis of the problem was beyond the scope of the present project. However, even if

the requirement for protective measures is not yet firmly established, it is possible to outline the

form such measures might take. A fast closing valve in front of the gasgun's -.Lizzle would seem to

be the most appropriate way to address the problem.

£ im entL
A fast-closing muzzle gate valve, positioned in front of the launch tube and activated by the passage

of the projectile, would positively protect the gasgun from fragments.

Ideally, the valve must be fast enough to close before even the fastest fragments, and thick enough to

stop even the most dangerous ones. Any compromise in these areas would imply less than complete

protection. Given the probabilistic aspects of the problem, this might well be acceptable, however.

While a slight delay in the operation of the gate valve, or even a failure to operate, might have no

serious consequences, premature closure would obviously be completely unacceptable. A warhead

impacting on a closed gate valve not only will destroy the valve, but might well detonate. Even with

the valve positioned inside the target bunker, damage to both the gasgun and the firing range can-

not be ruled out.
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Lastly, the valve mechanism itself will to some extent be exposed to fragments and blast. The

labyrinth walls offer a degree of protection, but some additional protective measures are in order.

Gate valve construction

Depending on the thickness of the steel gate plate and the desired closing time, either an operating

method based on explosive charges might be required, or a mechanism based on high-pressure gas

cylinders might suffice. In the latter case, explosive bolts would probably still be the best means of

releasing the gas pressure.

A shutter-like construction with two opposing gate segments has some advantages over a single gate.

Among these are a faster closing time and/or less stringent acceleration requirements. Conversely,

there is an additional need for nearly simultaneous operation of the gate halves.

In either case, some sort of buffer is needed to prevent bounce back of the gate.

Lastly, probably the best place to mount the gate valve would be on the set of doors closing off the

target bunker. Not only do these appear to be of sufficiently heavy construction, but this would also

ensure that the gate valve was out of the way once the doors were opened.

Gate valve initiation

To initiate gate operation, the passage of the projectile should be established beyond a shadow of a

doubt. Equipment for this should incorporate at least two independent detectors, and preferably even

two different detection methods. The associated electronic circuit must operate in an "and" mode

only.

Prime candidates for a detection device would be the magnetic B-dot detector and the light gate detec-

tor, mentioned in connection with the firing of the warheads in Chapter 9. The fact that they will

be located at some distance from the explosion site, offers considerable additional design leeway.

A variation on the light gate detector theme, geared to the circumstance that a completed passage of

the projectile package is an absolute requirement, could use the reflection of a laser beam from a

mirror aboard the launch vehicle.

These devices could even be combined with an additional make/break switch, operated by the projec-

tile.

In all cases, the detectors should be proof against interference due to driver gas blow-by effects.

A
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12 COST ESTIMATE

In the preceding chapters the desired gasgun accelerator system has slowly taken shape. On the basis

of the "predesign" insights gained here, the cost of completing the design and constructing the gas-

gun may now be estimated with some degree of confidence (i.e., within perhaps 20% or so).

Where possible, the remaining design effort has been separated from the anticipated cons "ion

work, on the one hand, and hardware costs, on the other. In addition, we distinguish betwt :r-

nal costs (costs for labour performed in-house in the PML) and external costs (materials, hardware

and services obtained from outside contractors or suppliers). Lastly, not only the once-only design

and construction costs have been considered, but also the recurrent operating costs.

We have also obtained a cost estimate from an outside source for a gasgun based on regenerative

valving technology, which we have not studied in detail. The valving question is of course closely

related to the main unresolved design issue, the question of missile acceleration limits.

Please note that all costs are based on the situation as of December 1991!

12.1 Gasgun costs

The present gasgun cost estimate in Table 12.1 is based on a maximum work share by the PML

Construction Department. It does not include any further modelling efforts. In the table, the system

components have been roughly grouped in subsystems.

12.2 Firing equipment costs

The warhead firing equipment forms a separate but vital component of the gasgun accelerator sys-

tem. The cost estimate in Table 12.2 is based on the assumption of the main work being done by

the Pulse Physics group.

12.3 Total system costs

Adding the costs of the gasgun system and the warhead firing equipment yields the total costs pre-

sented in Table 12.3. It is important to remember that the external costs have been minimised here,

to the possible detriment of the overall costs.
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Table 12.1 Estimated cost (December 1991) of the gasgun, excluding the warhead firing
equipment and a muzzle gate valve, but including the backstop

COMPONENT NTERNAL EXTERNAL
design & manufacture
drawings

(kf) (kf) (kf)

Gas reservoir 4 0 38

Gas reservoir support 6 2 11

Dual membrane 4 0 12

Safety catch*) 7 0 12

Launch tube incl. couplers 18 6 77

Launch tube supports 7 0 12

Recoil suppression unit 4 0 10

Guiderails 9 7 1

Stationary contact brush frame 5 2 0.2

Launch vehicle 7 2 0.2

Gas delivery system 9 0 12

Compressor plus buffer cylinders* 0 0 22

Launch tube evacuation system 2 0 12

Backstop 12 0 21

Various equipment 4 0 11

Transport, assembly, tuning 1 9 0

Unforeseen 18 1 48.5

120 30 300

TOTAL COST 450

*) Optional

#) Also part of firing circuit
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Table 12.2 Estimated cost (December 1991) of the warhead firing equipment.

COMPONENT INTERNAL EXTERNAL

(kf) (kI)

B-doz trigger transducers 12 1

Smart Trigger Unit 40 5

Delay generator 9 1

Pulse shaping networks (2) 30 20

Deve'opment brush contacts#) 27 3

Supervision constriction work#) 20 0

Unforeseen 2 5

140 35

TOTAL COST 175

#) Some overlap exists with section 11.1

Table 12.3 Estimated cost (December 1991) of the complete gasgun system for dynamic
warhead tests, including 25 kf for program management

INTERNAL EXTERNAL

(kf) (kf)

315 335

TOTAL COST 650

12.4 Operating costs

The cost of operating the gasgun accelerator are substantial. This stems mostly from the fact that in

each experiment part of the set-up will be destroyed, including of course the launch vehicle. The ex-

tent of the damage to the guidance section will depend on the circumstances. For the moment it is

assumed that half of the guidance section will be re-usable. The cost estimate cited in Table 12.4. is

based on assumption that the repetitive manufacturing work will, for the main part, be contracted

ouiti
out. 4
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Table 12.4 Estimated operating costs (December 1991) of the gasgun accelerator

COMPONENT INTERNAL EXTERNAL

(kf) (kf)

Guiderails 4.3

Stationary contact brush frame 1.5

Launch vehicle 0.4 1.1

Helium Leservoir charge 1.4+)

B-dot trigger transducers 0.4

0.4 8.7

TOTAL COST 9.1

+) Air reservoir charge 0.5 kf

It should be noted, that labour costs have not been included here. Given the elaborate nature of dy-

namic tests, these may easily run to 10 kf or more per experiment. On the other hand, any small

series of elaborate terminal ballistics experiments, dynamic or otherwise, will carry a high price-tag.

Finally, there will always be the additional cost of target and other materials.

12.5 Gasgun cost comparison

At our request, Physics Applications of Dayton, Ohio, have prepared a cost estimate for a gasgun of

their own design, comprising a regenerative valving system, with a wrap-around gas reservoir.

In Table 12.5 the design costs have once again been split off. The breakdown in separate compo-

nents is somewhat less detailed than in Table 12.1, but roughly analogous subsystems can still be

identified.

ii
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Table 12.5 Gasgun cost estimate by Physics Applications (December 1991), with the USS set at
f 1,90. In a rough comparison, the approximate figures from Table 12.1 are given
between parentheses

COMPONENT DESIGN FABRICATION

(kf) (kf)

Gasgun 65 287

Gas reservoir

Breech system

Launch tube incl. couplers

(Table 12.1 - 46 / 193)

Gasgun mount 38 113

Gas reservoir supports

launch tube supports

Recoil suppression unit

Gas delivery system

(Table 12.1 = 36 / 84)

Installation supervision 14

(Table 12.1 - 10)

117 400

(Table 12.1 - 92/277

TOTAL COST 517

(Table 12.) 369)

A comparison between the PML estimate and that of Physics Applications is far from straightfor-

ward. Generally speaking, the two estimates are not widely dissimilar. The scope of the present pro-
ject did not allow a detailed study of regenerative valving technology. We are therefore in no position

to judge the extent to which the cost difference stems from the increased complexity of the regenera-

tive valve design.

No doubt, Physics Applications' experience in gasgun design has to a certain extent reduced the de-

sign costs, but the same can be said of the pre-design work described here.
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Presumably the Physics Applications estimate contains both a profit and a safety margin. It is per-

haps relevant to add that Physics Applications routii.ely employ an outside construction shop to fab-

ricate their designs.

If previous experience is anything to go by, import duties on any shipment from Physics

Applications can probably be avoided, but this is not certain. Lastiy, shipping costs will also have to

be taken into account.

l I
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13 CONCLUDING REMARKS

13.1 Subconclusions

In the previous chapters many subjects have been discussed, sometimes in considerable detail. We

now summarise some of the highlights, subdivided in three main categories.

- The modelling efforts in particular have yielded considerable insight in the principles and opera-

tion of gasguns.

- Both a relatively simple zero-order model and a more elaborate model based on the characteris-

tics method have been implemented in computer codes. (A hydrocode capability is present at the

PML as well, but has not been applied to the problem at hand.)

- The zero-order gasgun model is well suited to establishing the general (un)feasibility of a gasgun

solution to any set of requirements.

- The results obtained with the more elaborate computer code compare well with data from litera-

ture and from the ISL hydrocode calculations.

- The computer code needs some additional work, as far as a more thorough treatment of reflec-

tions in a gasgun with chambrage are concerned.

- The model calculations have established the feasibility of the proposed gasgun, with respect to the

mass/velocity requirements on the one hand, and the limitations imposed by the present facility

on the other.

fj
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Feasibilit

- The general feasibility of a gasgun warhead accelerator has been established, on the basis of both

model calculations and more specific design considerations. This includes the warhead firing cir-

cuit, and to a lesser extent the backstop.

- There are two major remaining areas of uncertainty; these concern the maximum allowable lev-

els of jerk and acceleration, respectively.

- The jerk levels associated with in-launcher acceleration of a missile can be matched during

launches from the contemplated gasgun if the captured-piston regenerative valving system is

used. With dual-diaphragm valve technology, buffering may or may not provide sufficient pro-

tection for the payload.

- In a helium-driven gun, peak acceleration levels can possibly/probably oe reduced to the point

where the majority of missile-type payloads can (be made to) sustain them.

- It is unclear to what extent the demands made by advanced warhead initiation systems (e.g.

proximity fuzes) can be met using external firing equipment.

- The need for protecting the gasgun by means of a fast-closing muzzle gate valve is still a matter

for discussion

- Design and fabrication of the system is probably within the power of the PML, with the excep-

tion perhaps of the regenerative valve system. It may prove ultimately more efficient to obtain the

latter from an outside agency (Physics Applications).

Deszn
- The predesign effort of the present project has resulted in an almost complete picture of the war-

head accelerator system under contemplation. However regenerative valving has not yet been

studied in any detail.

- Several critical components have been tested through scale experiments.

- Backstop predesign remains to be finalised.

- The Construction Department, while having no previous experience in gasgun design, is confi-

dent of its ability to complete the design along the present lines and execute/co-ordinate its execu-

tion.

- The same can be said of the Pulse Physics Group with respect to the warhead firing equipment.

I
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- A cost estimate has been prepared, differentiating between internal and external costs.

- The estimate is based on maximum PML involvement, i.e. a large internal cost fraction.

- The cost estimate drawn up by Physics Applications is higher than the PML estimate, but the

difference is not extreme.

- For some components, cost effectiveness considerations may favour engaging the services of out-

side consultants (Physics Applications).

- The PML estimate closely adheres to the original cost estimate, prepared for DMKL when the

gasgun accelerator was first conceived.

- The operating costs of the accelerator will be substantial, as will be the cost of dynamic tests in

general.

13.2 Overall conclusions

On an even higher level of abstraction than in the preceding section, the present report gives rise to

the following general conclusions.

- The goals set for the project have been met, or in some areas exceeded. These goals are related to

modelling, predesign, scale experiments, and cost evaluation.

- Considerable expertise has been gained in the field of gas dynamical modelling of a gasgun.

- The feasibility of a complete warhead accelerator system for dynamic tests has generally been es-

tablished. Some questions remain, mainly related to the ability of the payload to withstand ac-

celeration.

- Considerable progress has been made in the design of such a system. Design and construction of

the system are largely within the capability of the PML.

- Even if some future warhead designs may prove unresponsive to the proposed warhead accelera-

tor, other warheads will pose no such problems.

- There have been several signs of foreign interest in the future use of a PML dynamic warhead

test capability [e.g. 15).

All in all, while it is still too early for any definitive pronouncements, the signs for this project are

generally favourable.
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14 RECOMMENDATIONS

When considering how to proceed next, one must take into account that possible funding, if any,

will become available in 1993 at the earliest. When seen in this light, it is recommended that the in-

tervening time be used as follows.

- An additional study of anti-tank missiles presently under development should ensurt. that the re-

Quirements drawn up for the warhead accelerator are kept up to dat.

- Inquiries into the acceleration limits for typical antitank missiles must be continued.

- It is advisable to seek additional information on regenerative valving technology, to establish in

more detail the design and cost consequences of opting for this type of gasgun.

- If at all possible, an effort should be made to properly document the computer codes developed in

this project. It would be beneficial, if labour-intensive, to upgrade the codes slightly in both shape

and substancc

- Reportedly, a gasgun is under developmý:nt at BRL at the moment. This deserves looking into.

- The 1993 availability of PML personnel should be firmly established.
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ANNEX A VALIDATION OF CODE

Al COMPARISON WITH RESULTS OF SEIGEL [191

Figures A1. 1 and A1.2 show two figures presented by Seigel ( 19] to quantify the performance of a

constant diameter gasgun with air as driver gas in terms of non-dimensional variables. These re-

sults have been reproduced so accurately by the current program, that the curves essentially coin-

cide.

Figures AI.3 and AI.4 are also reproduced fro,.i Seigel [191. Figure AI.3 illustrates the effect of

chambrage on the muzzle velocity, ,vhen air is used as driver gas and the total air mass is twice the

projectile mass. Figure A 1.4 is for helium, with the helium mass equal to the projectile mass. Here

too, the present program's results are a very close match.
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2 .0 iP

0p 0eAl

DIM.NSIONLESS -joJEcrLE TRVEL - 2 0

', ~Figure Al.1I Projectile velocity as a function of position for several chamber diameters Dc and •
i chamber lengths Lo, in non-dimensional form [19]
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Figure AI.3 Projectile velocity as a function of position for several chamber diameters Dc for air,
in non-dimensional form [19]
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A2 GASGUN SCALE EXPERIMENTS

At the Laboratory for Ballistic Research experiments were performed with a small one-stage gasgun,

to provide some additional data for the validation of the developed computer code. The layout of the

gasgun is shown in Figure A2. 1. The relevant parameters of this small gasgun are: Vc = 500 ml,

geometry approximated by Lc = 470 mm and Dc = 37 mm; Lb = 200 mm, Db = 5.39 mm,

M, 1.1g.

In the experiments helium was used as driver gas and the initial chamber pressure varied from

30 to 150 bar. The installed diagnostics included an infrared velocity measurement system outside

the barrel.

Figure A2.2 shows the velocities as measured and the velocities as calculated by the computer

program. For the calculations the pressure in the barrel was ambient, so Pb = 1 bar; the friction was

set to zero and the temperature to 288K.

Comparison of the experimental data with the calculated data shows a small discrepancy between

the values of a few percent only; the calculated data over predict the observed velocities. This again

validates the developed code and justifies application of the code as a prediction tool for the expected

performance of a gasgun.

i i_"
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Figure A2.1 Layout of gasgun configuration
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Figure A2.2 Projectile velocity as a function of initial chamber pressure PC) at muzzle. Driver gas
is helium
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ANNEX B RUPTURE DIAPHRAGM EXPERIMENTS

The 19 cm gasgun at ISL uses a dual diaphragm construction, where each diaphragm comprises a

large number of cellulose acetate foils (see section 6.2). The applicability of similar multi-foil dia-

phragms in the contemplated 30 cm PML gasgun has been investigated in a small series of experi-

ments.

B. I Experiment goals

The experiments aimed mainly to verify the reputed linear dependence of the rupture pressure on the

number of foils, for foils of a different material and larger diameter than used at ISL. The effect of

the thickness of the individual foils was another matter of interest. Other questions addressed by the

experiments included the sensitivity of the rupture pressure to small foil defects; the reproducibility

of the rupture pressure; and the ability of the foil package to stand up to pressures beneath the

rupture threshold. Lastly, the foil rupture mechanism was unknown.

B.2 Theoretical analysis

Under the assumptions that the foil package will adopt a part-spherical shape, that rupture is caused

by membrane, i.e. tensile, stress, and that all forces are distributed equally over all foils, it is possi-

ble to derive an analytical expression for the rupture pressure. This ignores the shear and bending

forces which will occur at the edges, especially in thicker foils, but is otherwise entirely plausible.

In this case, the rupture pressure P of a foil package is given by

P/A (2 n t) / R (B.1)

where A is the strength of the foil material, n the number of foils, t the thickness of each foil, and R

the radius of curvature of the foils.

In one of the experiments, the degree of curvature at the proposed holding pressure of 0.85 P has

been determined to be 0.65 D, with D the internal opening of the clamping device. It is reasonable to

attribute a more general validity to this finding. This yields a formula which may be used in scal-

ing the measurements:

P /A = (2 n t) /(0.65 D) (B.2)

I
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B.3 Experimental set-up

The experiments were performed in the PML's 2m blast simulator, whose high pressure section has

an internal diameter of 30 cm. The foils were hydraulically clamped between two smooth-surfaced

flanges. Mylar foils were used, of 50, 125, 190 and 350 jim thickness, respectively. The pressure on

the foils was raised slowly until rupture occurred. Some experiments had the nature of a duration

test, where the pressure was maintained for some time at a given level

B.4 Experimental results

Rupture oressure

The results of the experiments are given in Figure B. 1, which shows the rupture pressure to be in-

deed proportional to both the foil thickness and the number of foiib, as predicted by Eq.(B.2). The

350 jim foils appears to be relatively weaker than the thinner foils. The spread in the single-foil re-

suits is largest for the 504m foils, at 4 %. This aspect has not been pursued for multiple foils.

2 __

[3

[3

~00

WE
0.o.

o~j

0

0.000 0.003 0.006 0.009 0.01.. 0.015

(2nt)/(0.65D)

o 125 pm + 50 pm 0 190 pm A 350 pm

Figure B. 1 Rupture pressure as a function of foil thickness and the number of foils: 1, 2, 3, 9,
10-foil tests for 125 gim foil; 1-foil tests for 50, 125, 190, 350 Pim foils
(7 measurements each). The abscissa 2nt/O.65D reflects Eq.(B.2)

A package of three 125 pm foils at 0.5 MPa, i.e. 85% of the rupture pressure, acquired a curvature

of radius R = 19.5 cm. This is 0.65 times the diameter of the opening. See Figure B.2.

!I
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Figure B.3 Ruptured 10-foil package

Long term effects and effect of foil damage

In three tests with 125 pun foils, packages of 1, 9, and 10 foils were subjected for 30 minutes to a

pressure of approximately 85% of the rupture pressure. None failed.

Two tests have been performed with slightly damaged (creased, scratched) 350 gm foils. The rup-

ture pressure was only slightly lower (less than 5%) than for undamaged foils.

B.5 Conclusions

The rupture pressure of a multi-foil diaphragm can be successfully predicted and is generally pro-

portional to the number of foils. The rupture pressure reproduces well, even if inadvertently imper-

fect foils were to be used. The foil packages prove capable of withstanding substantial pressures over

an extended pcriod. The clamping arrangement merits special attention.
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